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Moore captivates crowd
CRAIG GIFFORD
STAFF WRITCR

Mlei a half-hour delay. Michael
Moore, the keynote speaker for
Communications Week, wowed a
capacity audience with his humorous and opinionated views on social
injustices.
Moore, a native of Flint. Mich .
has filmed movies such as "Roger
and Me." "Canadian Bacon" and
"The Big One." He also has a show
on the Bra\o! television network,
called The Awful Truth"
Last night, in front of more than
600 members of the University,
Moore discussed topics such as
Elian Gonzalez, the presidential
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
GIVE US MOORE — Michael
Moore, unconventional journalist, told a crowd of 600 that it
doesn't take much to make a
difference.

election and middle class working
men
Moore lirst spoke on the ('ub.ni
boy Gonzalez and expressed his
view that it is wrong lot government
to keep the boy in America, iwa)
from his father.
"The child should be with his
father. We look crappy 10 the res! of
the world every day we keep this
child here "
Moore feels that what the boy is
being put through is wrong.
"He is being used as a political
kickball I can't imagine whai this
child is going through and how long
it will take him to recover."
Moorj; also shared his opinions
about the government
He stated that certain rights such
as abortion are not being upheld
because the politicians do not keep
the promises they make while running for office.
"Politicians all say the same
thing, trying to get votes and only
look at one thing - the polls."

Moore said thai n is these empi)
promise* .hat have kepi the Amen
can population from voting and
soiling then opinion, and is the IC.I
son thai less than hall of the population VOIed in the 1996 piesidenli.il
election
They are led up wnh what is
going on. The choice doesn't exist.
because all the politicians claim to
want the same thing "
According lo Mooic. its the
wealthy that government is most
likely to listen too, who aie Mil) 10
percent of the American population
"The two political panics we
there to do the bidding oi people
with money "
Moore said, however, thai M)
one can make a difference, with verj
little effort
One example Moore used to
illustrate this point came from when
he was in high school. Because he
did not like the way the school was
• See MOORE, page 6.

Greek Week brings together chapters, promotes unity
NICOLE VALEK
STAFF WRITF.R

The University's Greek system is
holding Greek Week, a series of
events promoting fun and philanthropy. April 1-8.
The main purpose of this week
is to promote Greek unity, and to
show that even though we are all
from different chapters, we can still
come together to have fun," said
Melissa Buxbaum. Panhellenic

Greek Unity Chair and director of
Greek Week.
This year, all money made from
the week's events will be donated to
the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS
Foundation.
In past years, the money went to
the winning sot- rity and fraternity
teams, but many ..aid this change is
positive.
"By donating the money to the
foundation, it helps kids that were
not covered by Dance Marathon."

said Tim Pollard. Panhellenic and
Greek Unity Chair "It is another
step to portray Greek unity in a positive light and this way we don't
have to worry about rivalries
between chapters."
In addition to charging for the
events, a penny drive is being held
Each house has a jug and the goal is
to raise a million pennies, which is
equivalent to S 10.000. That money
will go to the AiDS Foundation.
There are many different events
scheduled for this week.

An exchange dinner is being held
where each house hosts and serves
an appetizer, dinner entree or dessert
item. Each sorority and fraternity
travels to each house and then voles
on an overall winner for the best
dish.
Members arc encouraged to wear
their letters and make banners
throughout the week.
"I think this helps establish that
even though we all have our individual letters, we can all be brought
together by the same kind of bond."

said Brian Roberts, president of Phi
Kappa Tau.
Another event is the Pie of
Greek, where the president of each
chapter sits in a booth and students
can purchase the opportunity to
throw two pies for $1.
Ono of the highlights of the week
is the Lip Sync contest. Fraternity
and sorority members will lip syncsongs and perform skits they have
composed.
"Activities like the Lip Sync con-

test are fun and sill) nonalcoholic
activities," said Jana Allen, president of Alpha XI Delta "ll is an
event that creates awareness for
those who don't really know wlui
we do. It is also a way lo dispel the
negative stereotypes of the Greek
system."
Other activities thai will be held
throughout the week are the Greek
Olympics, the Spring Awards and J
carnival in Eppler.

BG Supernet will provide desktop video-conferencing USG supports improved
SARAGRAZIANO
STAFF WRITER

Planning for a nearly $40 million, high-speed University network
has just ended, and the project's
implementation phase will soon
begin.
The technology infrastructure
project, called H(i Supernet. will
replace the current network with one
that has better speed, increased reliability and better communication
features, according to project staff.
The BG Supernet project
involves rewiring the campus with
new fiber optic and copper cabling
and installing new electronic equipment.
According to Don Bell, project
manager, there are two main stages
to the project.
First, a public works contractor,
who has not yet been chosen, will
dig trenches for new wiring that will
connect about 140 buildings. This
phase will begin when the spring
semester ends May 8.
Then. IBM will install the
cabling and electronics.
According to Wayne Colvin, construction and cabling project manager, cabling will first be run to Hayes
Hall. Kreischer. Offenhauer East.
WBGU-TV and the Technology
Puilding.
"These areas have to get done
first because they house data or
phone equipment to run lhe network." Colvin said. "Our goal is to
have all the public works done bv
December 2000. After that. IBM
will come in and start pulling
wires."

The data portion of the network
will be changed from the old system
to the new system in nine segments.
A period of testing will precede each
one. This process should be done by
September 2001.
The voice system should be
changed from the old system to the
new system by October 2001.
Bell said that tnc need for a new
network arose out of problems with
the current network.
'The old network wasn't built to
current standards." Bell said. "It will
be cheaper for the University to just
replace everything than try to revise
the old system. This way. we aren't
building on a weak system, but
we're building from scratch."
Once the University realized the
need for a new network, students
and faculty were consulted about the
planning process.
Dennis Mohler is a consultant
with Western Telecommunication
Consulting, a California-based consulting group.
"We met with representatives
from different user groups and
found out what the University was
looking to accomplish." Mohler
said.
From these meetings. Mohler and
the other project staffers drew up a
list of features the network should
include.
The project will provide faculty
and staff with new office phones
that have enhanced capabilities such
as teleconferencing. It will also
allow digital video to be viewed in
classrooms, residence halls and
offices.
Students will be able to watch

"The old network wasn't built to current
standards. It will be cheaper for the
University to just replace everything than try
to revise the old system."

learning outcomes with bill
SARA GRAZIANO
STAFF WRITER

Last night, the Undergraduate
Student Government endorsed a
Project Manager statement of learning outcomes
commonly referred to as the
"know/do system "
The system took learning objecdigital video of lectures and other work will be tested to ensure it
tives from various majors and comeducational material without leaving works properly.
"We'll lake a simulated environ- bined them into several categories:
their rooms. Users will also be able
lo back up Iheir files on the network ment and throw things at the net- investigate, connect, write, present,
work and try to get it to mess up." participate and lead.
and share them with other users.
Milion Hakel. a member of the
"Desktop video-conferencing Mohler said. "Hopefully it won't,
will allow students to talk to their but this will allow us to find poten- University's Student Achievement
Assessment Committee which
friends in another dorm or at anoth- tial problems "
Once lhe network is installed, developed the know/do system, was
er university." Bell said. "You'll be
able to access large files more easily each individual transition will not on hand to answer questions at the
USG meeting.
and collaborate with others on pro- take long, according to Colvin.
"A complete education requires
jects. The list of possible applica"An individual will not be distions goes on and on."
rupted for more than the amount of you lo do what you know, you have
to
be
able to investigate and conAccording to those working on time it takes to move the cord from
the project, efforts are being made to the old connection to the new con- nect." Hakel said. "What we hope
will happen is that faculty will see
make the transitions as smooth as nection." Colvin said.
possible, but some small problems
Bell added that residence hall the advantages of having activities
may occur.
rooms will not be affected since that will develop skills instead of
Bell said some disruptions to stu- their wiring was replaced recently, just giving lectures and multiple
dents' daily routines may occur dur- but shared areas of residence halls choice tests."
Mark Gromko. another member
ing the public works portion of the would be rewired.
project.
Bell said the University is doing of the committee, spoke to USG two
"There will be times when one a project in two years that could take weeks ago about the system and its
entrance lo a building is closed, much longer, so cooperation from advantages for the University.
"These circles would represent an
when there's a big ditch in the mid- students and faculty will be needed
overall profile of the University."
dle of the sidewalk or a road is down to make it run smoothly.
"This is something where the Gromko said. "This is a simple,
to one lane." Bell said. "Sometimes,
a class might be meeting in a differ- campus has lo work together as a straight-forward device to represent
ent place. It would be good if we whole, since we're trying to build an education students can be proud
could avoid these things, but we're this network in a comparatively of."
Gromko said the circles could be
putting in over 29,000 live connec- short time frame." Bell said. "That
tions."
makes it difficult, but we had the presented as two sides of a coin,
According lo Mohler. before the vision to see that our old system was which students could display as evidence of what ihey had learned in
transition to the new system, the net- really out of date."

Don Bell

Students can Influence faculty hiring decisions
This is the first part of a
four-part series taking a look
at the quality of teaching al
the University. Today's article will focus on the hiring
process and what students
should do if they don't like
their professors.

AMYJO L. BROWN
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Your doodle is slowly becoming
a larger and larger ink blot where
you had left space for notes. Notes?
Huh? Why bother? This teacher
obviously has no idea what she's
talking about What a waste of lime
this class is.
Silting through a class for an
entire semester with a bad teacher
can . an excruciating experience.
But there may be hope.
According to lhe chairs of many
University departments, students
have plenty of say when it comes lo
deciding which professors/instruc-

tors will teach again and which
should get the boot.
"Students have so much impact
on the decision of the instructor."
said Roger Thibault. associate dean
of planning and resource in the college of arts and sciences. "If there
are two. three or four complaints
from students. I guarantee that
instructor will not be teaching long."
However, many students are
reluctant to speak up.
"Often times it'll happen late in
the semester." said George Bullerjahn, chair of the biology department. He said by then it's difficult to
make any changes within the course,
although the information is helpful
in future scheduling.
When approaching a chair about
a particular professor or instructor, it
is important to remain calm while
speaking and to have valid points—
whining will not help a student
accomplish much.
"I think students are smart, and I
value what they say." said Nancy
Brendlinger. chair of the journalism
department. "But I won't necessarily agree with them. I'm most

swayed by specific incidents."
Thibault said that if a student has
a concern about a particular instructor's qualifications, he or she has the
right to ask for the credentials of any
faculty member.
But. a forewarning In many of
the departments, hiring new faculty
is a long process, and no chair
admitted to hiring anyone without at
least some experience in both teaching and in the field they are teaching.
"We don't hire anyone off the
street." said Alberto Gonzalez, chair
of interpersonal communications.
"Experience is essential."
Gonzalez said, however, that the
quality of teaching within a department might be uneven. In the IPC
department alone, more than 60 sections are being taught al the freshman and sophomore levels.
'That's a lot of people to have
teaching." Gonzalez said.
And nol all of those people can
be full-time professors. The IPC

Insist.
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i See CLASS, page 6.

their education.
Jason Sobota. a district representative for USG. supported the
know/do circles.
"The overall thought of it is to get
something so students and faculty
can see how things ar- interconnected between all programs," Sobota
said. "There has been a lot of
research that went into these two
small circles."
Greg Amend, at-large representative, also supported the bill
'This will be a pond thing as ling
as it refers to results that will be
shown through the entire tour year
program, not individual classes
Amend said "It also shouldn't be
used just as a marketing tool."
Ashley Elder, at-large representa
live, opposed the bill supporting the
circles.
"An education is as individual as
the person at the front of the class
and the person sitting at the desk."
Elder said. "A lot of quality professors are worried about it being
unfair lo impose these standards and
mold students out of cookie cutters."
Hakel responded by pointing out
that the ideas for the outcomes on
the circles originally came from faculty members.
"If this is imposed, it isn't going
to work at all." Hakel said "We
want some commonality of stan
dards across the curriculum to
improve the quality of education tbi
each student."
The bill supporting the staiemcni
of learning outcomes passed by a
wide margin..

Source. Office of Inititutronai R*<j«arci
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The World
In Brief
Elian's father might come
alone
HAVANA (AP) — In an apparenl
bid lo show flexibility in the campaign to return Elian Gonzalez to
Cuba. President Fidel Castro said
the boy's father has offered lo travel
alone yesterday to the United States
to pick up his 6-year-ofd son.
A group trip with the boy's relatives and classmates appeared more
likely than a solo trip by his father,
Juan Miguel Gonzalez.
Gonzalez, the boy's stepmother,
his baby half-brother, a dozen classmates and some adults planned to
apply for American visas yesterday
at the U.S. Interests Section in
Havana, the American mission here.

Israel will sell planes to
China
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Barak yesterday turned down a request by visiting U.S. Defense Secretary William
Cohen to cancel a deal to sell a
sophisticated airborne surveillance
system to China.
Barak said he was aware of US
concern over escalating tensions
between China and U.S.-backed Taiwan but that Israel had already
signed a contract to equip a plane
with the system for China.
The United Stales has on several
occasions expressed its displeasure
over Israel's $250 million plan,
announced in November, to sell
China the AWACS system.

Debt remains central issue of Africa- Europe summit
But Libyan leader stirs things up with speech to end NATO
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAIRO, Egypt — Sharp rebukes and frank
pleas punctuated the first day of the AfricaEurope summit yesterday, overshadowing the
warm words of cooperation and hope that
marked the opening ceremony.
The two-day meeting is a major effort to
overcome the bitterness of Europe's colonial
past and launch new efforts to bring the heavily indebted African nations into the global
economic and political mainstream. But a
vehemently anti-Western statement by Libyan
leader Moammar Gadhafi raised tensions that
more moderate leaders had hoped to avoid.
In a closed-door session attended by heads
of governments and top ministers. Gadhafi
said Europe "had been submerged by American imperialism." according to a diplomat
who heard Gadhafi's speech. The diplomat
quoted Gadhafi as saying in the unflinching
20-minute address that "unless Europe is freed
from NATO, it cannot be free."
Summit host President Hosni Mubarak of
Egypt had tried to keep the session from deteriorating into a forum for airing old grudges.
Arab diplomats speaking on condition of
anonymity yesterday said Mubarak had asked
Gadhafi not to raise controversial topics.
Gadhafi's message conflicted with the conciliatory tone set by Prime Minister Antonio
Guterres of Portugal, whose country holds the
presidency of the 15-nation European Union.
"It is time to change our conception and
preconceptions of each other." said Guterres.
Debt remained the overriding issue.
Africa as a whole has $350 billion in external debt, with some countries paying more
every year to service their loans than they do
on health and education.
President Benjamin Mkapa of Tanzania
said African nations know where they have to
go. what's unclear is how.

"It is not necessary lo hammer to African
governments the value of competitive economic regimes with and between countries,"
he said. Africa. Mkapa said, "wants to be part
of the action, not an object of perpetual international pity."
Even though African hopes for immediate
substantial relief from the EU were dashed.
German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder
offered $350 million indebt relief to almost 30
African nations as "a special sign of solidarity"
"I am confident that the other creditor
nations will follow our example." the chancellor said.
Salim Ahmed Salim, secretary-general of
the 53-member Organization of African Unity,
said the need for a "faster, deeper and broader
process of debt relief cannot be overemphasized."
"We should not wait for a major catastrophe to occur," he said.
The European Union, which recently
offered $1 billion in debt relief to the world's
poorest nations, had little more to give at the
summit beyond a promise to write a report that
will be studied at a future ministerial meeting.
Most work on African debt will be handled by
other international institutions, such as the
Paris Club of creditor nations, the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund.
"Africa today is suffering from both deprivation and the burden of this ever-widening
gap between the rich north and the poor
south." said President Abdelaziz Bouteflika of
Algeria, current chairman of the OAU. "Africa
hopes that it will find listening ears and understanding from Europe during this summit."
The Europeans were most interested in
talking about ending Africa's many conflicts,
and promoting democracy and human rights.
"The transition to democracy is not quite
achieved in the whole of ihe continent." said

Japan's Prime Minister in coma,
officials stress no policy changes
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOKYO — Prime
Minister Keizo Obuchi
was in a coma and on artificial respiration today
after suffering a stroke,
and a senior Cabinet minister was named acting
premier amid criticism
that the government had
kept the crisis a secret for
a full day.
Obuchi, 62. was admitted 10 Tokyo's Juntendo
University Hospital early
Sunday, said acting Prime
Minister Mikio Aoki.
Officials stressed after
an emergency Cabinet
meeting that Obuchi's illness would not bring any
change in policy. Obuchi's
ruling party continued to
be firmly in control.
Aoki. who became acting prime minister early
today, said Obuchi's condition deteriorated shortly
after they met in the hospital
Sunday
evening.
Obuchi had gone to the
hospital after complaining
of fatigue.
Before falling into the
coma. Obuchi was able to

request Aoki assume leadership Aoki said he would
decide whether to dissolve
the Cabinet once Obuchi's
prognosis became more
clear.
"Since he is in a coma,
it is impossible for the
prime minister himself to
make his own decision"
about his resignation.
Aoki said. "His condition
requires extreme vigilance"
Aoki was seen as a
temporary replacement,
and newspapers were
already speculating on
who
might
succeed
Obuchi. Two politicians
named were Foreign Minister Yohei Kono and Liberal Democratic Party
Secretary-General Yoshiro
Mori.
Taichi Sakaiya. head of
Japan's Economic Planning Agency, said economic policies remained
solid. "It is not possible
that (Obuchi's illness) will
have an impact on economic policies," he said.
Traders said the news
of Obuchi's illness was
not a major factor in the
rise of Japan's currency or

slock markets today.
Officials may have
Concerns were raised
that Obuchi's absence even Iried to deceive
could hinder Japan's abili- reporters, initially telling
ty to host Ihe G-8 summit them that Obuchi had
of the world's leading gone lo bed al 11:00 Saturindustrialized countries day night and had woken
this summer. It could also up al 6:00 Sunday mornintensify jockeying for ing.
power ahead of parliamen'That was not an offitary elections, which must cial announcement," said
be held before October.
Akitaka Saiki. Obuchi's
Along with ihe shock spokesman. He said offiof Obuchi's sudden ill- cials were checking on
ness, many Japanese why such information had
expressed anger al the been given out, however.
government's failure to
Aoki said no announcedisclose Ihe crisis sooner.
ment was made earlier
"Why did they hide Ihe because officials did not
how
serious
crisis?" said a headline in know
the Asahi. one of Japan's Obuchi's condition was.
major newspapers.
"We believe we acted
Obuchi's illness was with all due caution." he
not announced until 22 said. "When I saw him
hours after he was admit- (Sunday afternoon) he was
ted to the hospital. Aoki's calm and able lo speak.
initial announcement Sun- His condition got worse
day night lasted only four after thai."
minutes, and he refused lo
"I'm flabbergasted."
provide details on what said Yoshiko Kojima. a
had happened to Obuchi.
36-year-old Tokyo office
His second news con- worker. "We didn't necesference, early today, lasted sarily need to know all the
less than 15 minutes and details, but we should
offered little more. Later, have been told how ill he
he said Obuchi was in a

Associated Press Photu
SUMMIT—Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, right, speaks during the opening
session of the Africa-Europe summit in Cairo yesterday. Fifteen European Union
heads of State and at least 20 leaders of Africa's S3 countries are attending the
summit that is meant to raise International awareness of Africa's potential, promote its integration into the global economy by fostering stronger trade links
with Europe and develop peace and democracy in the region.
Romano Prodi, president of the EU Commission, the organization's executive arm.
President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe
angrily complained that Britain was still Heating his country like a colony.

"Britain has no right, no right at ail. to nv
and suggest to the rest of the world thai we are
a failure," he said in response lo British cnti
cism of political violence ;ii .1 weekend peace
march in the Zimbabwean cupilul, Harare.

Vietnamese orphans return home
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HO CHI MINH CITY. Vietnam— in Ihe waning days
of the Vietnam War. enormous cargo planes lumbered
into Ihe sky over Saigon carrying tiny, precious loads.
Along the walls inside the planes, seal belts held hundreds of frightened toddlers and older children. Down
the center, secured with long straps, were rows of cardboard boxes, each holding two or three babies.
More than 2,000 Vielnamese orphans were evacuated
from Saigon, now renamed Ho Chi Minh City, during
those final days in April 1975 in a U.S. campaign
dubbed "Operation Babylifl."
Il included a deadly crash thai stunned even those
alreadv numbed by the war's horrors.
yesterday, some of those airlifted to new homes and
adoptive families a quarter-century ago came back lo
Vietnam for the first time on a memorial tour led by one
of the evacuation's organizers.
A group of 38 arrived at Ho Chi Minh Cily airport,
including 15 orphans as well as their adoptive families.
"It's a dream come true lo be going back with the
babies." said Sister Mary Nelle Gage, a former administrator Avith a volunteer agency thai processed adoption
papers for many of the children. "We just gave every
ounce of energy to get those kids to survive and leave
that country. And now they're all going back."
Gage, who now lives in Colorado, hopes the twoweek trip will help the orphans, now in their mid-20s
and early 30s. come lo terms with their past. Many
ended up being adopted by American families.
The orphans often didn't have official birth records
because some were children of American GIs and Vielnamese women, considered a shameful union by Vielnamese society, she said. Many grew up wondering
about their past and ihe reasons for their abandonment.
"They know this is their flesh-and-blood beginning.

They want lo see where Ihey are from and experience
being in that environment." she said.
Three of the visitors are survivors of the ill-laied
cargo jel crash on April 4. 1975. thai killed 144 adults
and children, including 76 babies.
On lhal morning, a giant C-5A cargo jel — making
one of Ihe first evacuation flights — cruised down the
runway of Saigon's Tan Son Nhut Airport loaded with
more than 300 children and their caretakers.
A few minutes after takeoff, an explosion blew out
ihe doors. The pilots were able 10 turn the plane back
toward the airport and crash-landed a few miles from the
runway.
One of the most tragic images 10 emerge from ihe
chaos of ihe war was Ihe sight of liny while body bags
being unloaded from rescue helicopters as frantic personnel sought to help the 170-plus survivors.
The returnees are planning a special memorial service Tuesday at the crash site. Some of the Vielnamese
childcare workers who cared for the orphans at Ihe time
are expected lo attend.
Gage has led two other groups of orphans and their
adoptive parents back to Vietnam in 1996 and 1997. But
this year — the 25th anniversary of the end of the war
— has a particular resonance, she said.
The trip will focus on providing the returnees and
their parents with a sense of connection with the past,
with visits planned lo local orphanages and birthplaces
of the orphans.
For ihe firsl-limc returnees, cultural lessons on Viei
nam arc part of the itinerary, with lours of Ho Chi Minh
City and a trip 10 the Mekong Delia and its floating markets.
Starling in Ihe south, the tour will wind ils way up lo
Danang and Hue before concluding in Hanoi al the end
of next week with a meeting with U.S. Ambassador Pete
Peterson.

Special Display Personals

Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are.
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise someone on their Birthday!
Congratulations Guys!
Two of BG's finest
take First and Third
at C.A.M.B.

1x3 = $15.00
2x2 = $20.00

(Actual Size)

with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

Happy 20th B-Day

You make us proudFrom the staff at STP

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

ROB!
H

BG
NEWS

Great jot) at

Loue,
Elizabeth

Dance Haratlvon!

Now you can rest!
Love,
tlr Gan<j at Apt 2B
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6 Dalai Lama s
land
7 Persia, today
8 Soil
9 Appro*
10 Farm measures
11 Kenya's capital
12 Fonda Mm. w :n
"The"
13 Eats
19 12/24 and 12/31
22 Silver or Howard
26 Brummeil or
Bridges
28 Skunk River's
stale
29 Bnt's title in India
30 Fnglish public
school
33 Set duration
34 Bit ot demng-oo
36 Genuine
37 Sugar apple
38 Crusader's foe
39 Aromatic herb
40 Requirements
43 Quarantine

DOWN
1 Piercing cries
2 Snood
3 The Magic
home''
4 Tavern brew
5 1954 Fellm film
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CROSS
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
wwwbanews.com
44 laimsner
45 Walks unsteadily
47 Speech
impediment
48 Ride or revolver
50 Goi up
51 Concerned

person
54 Do beavers
wo-v
55 Lacoste or
Lqyesqui
58 Sheep-etie'
60 Shade
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BROADCAST STATIONS
CBS Evening
News "
»BC Woild
N«wi Tonight

CD
O)

m

-JJBC^ll,
WoikplceBusiness Rpl
Skill!
Ncwshour Wiin Jim lehrer I

m

Home
Improvemtn!
Simpsons i.in
Sttrao] 1

Wheel ol
Fortune I
Entertainment
Tonight .C
Drew Carey
BaimoHa I
Newshour With

Arthur My
Club Rules" I
Seinleld The
Kd wow
You (In Stereo) Tup I
Friends Jn
Simpsons E
Slereo) X
Sttrao] -t

Jeopardy! Holly* ooa
Squares j
Fralie' (in
Bttnw)l
Jim Lehrer 5
Brainstorm
IEII
friends (In
BaHaq :
FrlenrJilln
SlereojB.

JAG "0«op Zone" (In Sleieo) X

Falcone "Pilot (Se"es
Premiere) (in Slereo) X
Who Went! lo Be a Millionaire Dharma 1
Sports Night
In Slereo) I
Greg I
(In SlereofX
3rd Rock Fiom IGod, ihe Oevil Will t Grace
Just Show Me
theSun|B|I and Bob a
(In Stereo) I
(In Stereo) X
Hidden Worlds R vc Jcrdan
Nova SCM 115'.'.' ioiH
Waters ol ule" (In Stereo) X
(B) (In Stereo) I
Hidden Worlds Hivei Joidan
Nova Seciel ol the WikJ Ch«'
Waters ot Lite (In Stereo) X
B) (In Sleieo) g
Thai 70s
IFamllyGuy (In Party ol Five Too Cool lor
Show R i:
Slereo' "
School" (In Slereo) X
Secret Agent Man
The Beet Three Lmle Words
.In Svec. 1
'Supernaked' (In Slereo) X

Falcone TKJTI:icce" (In 8aM0]
X
NVPDBlue 'Sleep Over" (In
Slereo) (PA) I
Dateline lln Slereo) X

LJle Show
Stereo) I
Nightline I
tonight Show
(In Stereo) X
Charlie Row (In Slereo) X

Frontline Dr Solomon's
OJemma" (In Slereo) X
May 10
IChartie Rose
FrorrtliM "Dr Solomon's'"
December
(In Stereo) X
Oiernrna" (In Slereo) X
News radio
Star Tret: Deep Space Nine
'Emissar,- X
Towers' I
SportsDelroil Fnjeierf'
IFrasier un
Sleieoit
Stereo) j

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

CON
OISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FSO
SCIFI
TIC

TNT
USA
VH1

Movie t..
• >57. Biography) Anthony
P-III. -^ Baseball star Jnvmy Piersal battles menial illness X
DeJryShow R IWmB.n
Saturday Night Livt Marisa
Tome. Bonn* Raill
Stein's Money
Wild Discovery In me SnaOow
your New House Bj
.'"... T.gv' R
Baseball Tonight
Sponscenter I
5 03) Movie: I Worst Witch
FeOs i'988) (InStereo)X
Hitler's Henchmen Hm
Tin. F>e:.l'.'-'e' (B
Sports
Last Word
Geniuses
Sliders .in Sie'eo) X

: **** "The Grssmsr
Hollywood's Hot Wheels (R)
Show on FanTi' (1952. Drama)
Whose Line Is Whose Lin. I. Whose Line Is IWhoee Line Is IPremkim
|Com.4>nsaanla' Dally Show
IWintsn
Stein's Money
It Anyway? ;R| It Anyway"1 R It Anyway? |R) H Anyway? (R) Blend (R) I
On the Inside Hard T«ne'(Rl
New Detectlvee Flames ol
FBI FHes A Slranjer in Town
On the Inside HaidTime'(Rl
Justce"
(R)
Sportacsnter S
Major League Baseball Boston ed Son al Seattle Marine's Saleco Field (Live)

ITwenty Eight
Movie; ••• 'C'ue*ss'(1995) Spoiled Beve
Hills teens caieen through the good rte PGI J! Days
20th Century America
rjontamfnated: The Karen
reconsiders its stance on sex (R Siikwood Slory fl I
IHL Hockey Michigan KWings at Cleveland Lumbeoacks (Lme)

IMovIa: ••
Forces or Na/ure"(l999. Rorruncel Sandra Butock.
Fate and a tree spmted legate delour a groom-to-be. 'PG-13' I
Men Who KHtd Kennedy (R|
Caalno Technology i R 1
(Pan3ot6)X
FOX Sports News

BCSU Theatre Department
Presents Romeo & Juliet
by William Shakespeare
April 6-8 and 12-14 at 8PM
April 9 and 15 at 2PM
Showing at Eva Marie
Saint Theatre,
University Hall
Tickets
Adults:
$7
Students/Senior Citizens:
$5

Sopranos "The Knight /i White
Saon Armoi" (R) (In Sleieol X
History's Crimes 1 Trials

Sports
LaslWoiO Geniuses
Xena: Warrior Princess m
[Hercules: The legendary^
Kgeial The LagKylin
Hercules: The Legendary
Poliargelst:
Journeys "WenI grOasn I
S^tness and i He» [In Stereo) Joumaya "Besurrection' I
loll
Trauma: Uta In the ER Mercy
Movie: eet 'r>rrw Hopes" (1999. L^rxumentanr) Three youths
Trauma Ule in the ER Mercy
Home Aqoin
Home Again
pin their dreams of urban escape on boxn
Hospital m San Dago. (R|
HospiHI fi San Oeyo |B)
nig
lR]|Part7ol9i |R) (Parts ol 9!
(In Stereo INBA Basketball Los Ange«s lakers el Pnoe'
ER "9 t/2 Houis" (in Slereo) X NBA Basketball Oei'W Pistons al Toronto Raptors H Canada Centre ^Fsl?
In iheHeatotthtNlgM'LUI
livall
.^_^_
Suns AmeocaWesiArena [inSlereoLrve)X
Rents'(in Siereo) X
WMk,,.T.,MFU|n«.On.
One
FsM
Seven"
(1997.
Drama) Samuel L Jackson. John Heard. Kelly ICnaahlln
JAG Ghost Sh.p' (In Stereo) X
Crush (In
pnelidsor
Rowan Volant students harass leathers in a Los Angelas school (In Stereo) I
Slereo) T
Biol. One Ranger":
Lovers I
BMKJO] '•'•
BTM2 ii,. , IWhere Are
Llsl Best 80s Video Timeline Behind the Music S-77i
IWhere An Thay Now? "Gels II' IList (R! i
Behind the
Behind the Music "bonel
|Thay Now? (R) |(H Stereo)
Slereo}
Music ,R)
Band" (R)
"Madonna" (B) Mduy n ;l"Steno
Aches ,R (hi SMII'J
Xena Warrior Princess
CalliSlo" (In Slereo) X
Mike Tyson Slory iBi

THEATRE

To reserve seats,
call 372-2719
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OPINION
Can we trust government?

Tuesday. April 4. 2000

www.bgnews.com/opinion

It seems thai some people don't
trust the government. In the last couple of weeks, there has been an
uproar over the long form of the census that some people get. The long
form asks several odd and personal
questions that the recipient must
answer or pay a fine.
Unfortunately, some people feel
uncomfortable giving this kind of
information out to the government.
Being a person who normally trusts
it. I was outraged that anyone would
question the government so blatantly
What did t.iey think the government might do to them? Create
incriminating evidence about them
and try to jail them? Send agents and
black helicopters to their house, kill
them and cover up the evidence?
Such a situation seems absurd,
though it may have happened. Note
the news of the week before last,
particularly the simulation of the
Waco shootout that was performed
on March 19.
The simulation of the FBI assault
on the Branch Davidian compound
in Waco. Texas, was ordered by a
judge over a wrongful death lawsuit
against the government by the surviving Davidlans. The FBI claims
that it never fired a shot at the
Davidian compound during the 1993
siege. The Davidians claim that
when the building caught on fire,
federal agents shot at il. trapping
them inside.
To clear this up. the judge
ordered a re-enactment of the final
hours of the standoff in Waco.The
results were compared to an infrared
tape taken that appears to show
shots being fired at the Davidian

compound. The re-enactment was
held at Fort Hood in Texas two
weeks ago. It consisted of tanks driving over a field strewn with reflective debris while a variety of guns
were fired. Two infrared cameras
recorded the event from the air, one
a rare British model similar to the
one that captured the original
footage.
Footage of the simulation was
given to the lawyers in the case, who
promised to promptly release it to
the public. The judge unexpectedly
sealed up the evidence, however, so
the lawyers on both sides were left
with little choice but to describe the
results. Not surprisingly, both sides
claimed that the test backed up their
own stories.
So now the public basically has
to take the government's word on
whatever actually happened, and
it'll be hard to do that in the wake of
the government's astonishing record
of lies regarding the case. Originally, it claimed that guns couldn't be
picked up by the infrared camera
that was used (that camera could
pick up gunfire, in fact). Then it
claimed that the camera couldn't

detect the particular guns that were
at Waco (well, except for a couple).
Now. of course, we are expected to
accept the FBI's interpretation of the
test.
This is only the latest in a string
of Waco-related cover-ups that
ought to disturb any American. Until
August, the FBI claimed that no
flammable devices were used at
Waco. Then, it admitted to using
pyrotechnic tear gas grenades at
Waco (pyrotechnic: noun, major fire
hazard. You are definitely not
allowed to use these in your dorm
rooms).
There are a number of other problems with the government's story,
stretching all the way back to the
day ATF agents stormed the Davidian building. The government claims
that the firefight broke out when
ATF agents were shot at. These initial shots were supposedly fired
through the steel door on the front of
the center. One of the lawyers for the
Davidians later looked at the door
and said that most of the bullet holes
went inward, backing up a surviving
Davidian's claim that members of
the sect only shot in response to
unexpected shots from ATF agents.
The door, which survived the fire
and could easily clear things up. has
disappeared.
The sum of these discrepancies
disturbed me. particularly in light of
the fact that the original charges
against the Davidians were manufactured. I described them to the guy
in the room across the hall, who was
wearing a trench coat and a fedora
while reading Garry Wills' "A Necessary Evil: A History of American
Distrust in Government."

"So what are you saying?" he
asked defensively. "That we shouldn't trust the government?"
"Well, maybe.we shouldn't." I
said.
'You anti-government people
make me sick." he continued. "'You
always want oveifcight, checks and
balances, openness. Do you know
what that leads to? Inefficiency.
Americans' distrust of government
has caused them to pit branch
against branch, state against state
and states against the federal government. It's as if Americans fear
injusti e so much that they think it's
best for the government to be ineffective."
"Well," I said, playing the devil's
advocate, "maybe they're right.
After all. the greatest atrocities of
the century have been committed by
overzealous governments."
"Sure, but there's a major difference between the governments of
Stalin and Hitler, and us: We're
Americans. We don't do that crazy
Ruskie-German crap. We only want
to improve society.
"If these reactionaries keep fighting the government, though, there's
no way it'll be able to open up a can
of whoopass on undesir — pardon
me — crime and poverty. Before
you-know it. there'll be outrageous
protests for EVERY unarmed black
man who gets needlessly gunned
down by New York police and
EVERY persecuted religious minority. Then where will society be?"

PEOPLE
on the street
Question: Do you think your teachers' are qualified?

Michele Lisy
Education
|fe8, they are the
nartest people in
the world."

Lisa Ric
Sophom<
Telecomnu
tions I
"It depends on the
teacher But I hate
when I'm in a
class where everything the teacher
says contradicts
*Bje*uth."

Liz Robarge
Junior
IPC
"No. because they
don't speak English."

David Nowak
Freshman
Business Management
"Onlytheh,.tTA's

Ashley Enser
Junior
Psychology
"Yes, especially
sign language
teachers."

JeffArnett is a BG News columnist. He can be reached at arnettj@bgnel.bgsit.edu.
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Factory job
disappoints

Recently The BG News has been
running help wanted ads for Molten
Corporation, a factory located near
campus. Perhaps potential applicants should take into consideration
my experiences of being undervalued, disrespected and unduly terminated by this company.
Beginning this semester 1 began
my journey into unskilled labor at
Molten. My job was to peel the
excess plastic off of a certain part,
inspect it for defects and package it
in a box. Simple, right? I wish.
Having never been fired from a
job before and believing myself to
be a hard worker. I was shocked to
find myself among five others who
were being fired. The reason: Two
out of the over 400 parts I inspected
were found to be damaged upon reinspection. I admit that these parts
were defective and should not have
been passed, yet I am appalled that
management would use this one violation as grounds to expel me. I
believe management has not taken
into consideration several important
areas in which they are at fault:
The part I had been assigned
already contained several possible
defective areas Yet when the parts
that arrived for inspection were of
extremely poor quality, my job
became
increasingly difficult
because I had to sort through dozens
of inferior parts just to find the
acceptable ones. After observing
over 400 complex parts to try and
make rate within my shift. I believe
it to be impossible to identify every
defective part every single time
Additionally, up until this point I
had been doing my job every day for
over two months and received
absolutely no individual feedback,
positive or negative, as to the quali-
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ty of my job performance Looking
back, this is not surprising since the
general manager had never introduced himself to me. nor did I know
for several weeks that he was actually my boss, and he did not even
know my name until I was being
fired. To this day I do not know his
name.

Most importantly, the fact that
five very capable workers were fired
in one week should alert a reasonable person to the possibility of a
grave dysfunction within the organization rather than within the workers
themselves
Adding to insult is the fact that I
sacrificed a great deal for this job. I
rearranged my class schedule to
work the morning shift; I did not
attend class functions outside of
class; I went to bed early to wake up
at 6:30 each morning; I walked in
the extremely cold weather during
the winter; I never called off work;
and I can honestly say I did the best
job I could do — all of this to
receive absolutely no respect and
zero job security in return. And
because of our inexcusable human
error. I and at least four others were
fired. So if you end up applying for
a position, maybe you should start
now in preparing some choice words
for management upon your likely
exit after you are unable to live up to
their robotic expectations.

Ryan Ellis

inellis @ bgnet. bgsu. edu

Getting tired of
Bush/Moby debate
I'm sure I'm not the only one
who is sick of all this crap about the
Bu:,h concert and UAO not promoting diversity. I personally think

w^ JLA4tUJi; '__

everyone should just quit their bitching and get over it already. I am not
going to the concert, and I don't
think any of my friends are going
either. The reason for this is simple:
I am a white girl. I just do not enjoy
either Bush or Moby.

However. I am happy that UAO
brought in an act as popular as Bush.
They did not get all these white guys
on purpose to piss off the minorities.
I don't think all the members of
UAO got together and said. "Hey.
let's discontinue the promotion of
diversity on this campus."
The fact is, you cannot please
everybody. Musically speaking, it's
pretty hard. I myself enjoy most
kinds of music, but prefer stuff from
the '60s and '70s. There is also
R&B. punk, rap, country, pop. alternative and so on.

Girl: Hi!
Boy: Hi! How are you?
Girl: Good! How are you?
Boy: Good! How are classes?
Girl: They're good, and yours?
Boy: They're good.
Girl: Well, good!
Boy: Yeah!
(pause)
Girl: Well. I'll see you tomorrow
for another meaningless and superficial encounter!
Boy: Yeah, see you!

How funny. Comics usually
make us laugh because of their
For the people who picked Bowl- absurdity, but this one was funny to
ing Green, a college in Ohio that is me because it was so realistic.
Each of us probably has conversurrounded by cornfields, and
expect there to be a lot of diversity, I sations like this almost every day.
We see a person we know, so we
wish someone would have pointed smile
and say hello. This is usually
out cities such as Cleveland, Toledo followed by the expected "how are
and Columbus to you so you would I you," and the follow-up "good, and
feel more comfortable and save us you?"
your bitching.
When we ask someone how he or
;
she is. do we really care about the
This may sound mean, but it is answer, or are we simply following
the truth. I have friends of all nation- i an unspoken code of conduct? Are
alities and races, and have been we sincerely interested, or are we
raised to see all people as people. I ' just reciting the line expected to folthink we should all appreciate that low a customary "hi?"
some much needed excitement is
In a lot of situations, this question
coming to this campus. This concert answers itself. For example, a friend
should never have generated so of mine was out roller-blading one
much negativity. Everyone just day when she noticed a coworker of
needs to relax, quit judging others hers taking a walk. She shouted "hi"
and have a good time for once. This and waved. He responded w'th. "hi.
how are you?" Of course, by the
is college, not prison.
time the words were out of his
mouth she had already sped past
him.
What if she had been having a
Krislina Coley
terrible day and really could have
kjcoley@hotniail.com
used a caring friend to inquire of her

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced .
pages). These are usually In response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
tran@i3gnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Not too long ago The BG News
printed a short comic that has stuck
in my mind ever since. It showed
two people smiling at each other,
and the dialogue went something
like this:

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News Is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.

"When do our
rehearsed comments
go beyond politeness
to self-absorbed
superficiality ?"
welfare? Regardless, he asked the
question at a moment when she
obviously had no time to answer,
showing that her response isn't what
mattered to him.
I don't necessarily think he was
being rude intentionally. In fact, he
was probably just reacting, spitting
out an automatic reply. Maybe he
thought she would think him impolite if he DIDN'T ask how she was
doing.
So when do our rehearsed comments go beyond politeness to selfabsorbed superficiality?
What do we do when someone
responds to our well-mannered
inquiry with a detailed explanation
of all the things in their life that have
gone wrong over the past week? Are
we taken aback by their honesty?
Unprepared with a scripted reply
appropriate to the situation?
On the flip side of the coin, how
honestly do WE respond when
someone asks us how WE'RE
doing? Do we say "good" because
we figure the other person doesn't
really want to know the truth anyway, so why bother? Have our relationships with one another really

become so shallow?
My friend the roller-blader and I
have since had several discussions
about the "hi, how arc you" fever.
Both of us admit that we're as guilty
of spouting impulsive remarks as
anyone else, and so we've been trying to pay closer attention to the sincerity of our words.
However, I think the issue goes
farther than thoughtless comments
and meaningless conversations.
Mote than a matter of simple words.
I think the heart of it has to do more
with honesty and concern for other
people. Do we even care? If we take
an honest look at ourselves and find
that we don't, should that bother us?
The chuckle I got from that newspaper comic only lasted as long as it
took me to take an honest look at my
life and the interactions I have with
people every day. I had to be truthful
with myself and admit that I too
often simply go through the motions
of a person who really cares Do I
really want to know how that person's week has been, or am I just
playing a part, pretending to be
interested?
Like most people. I attach a hi?h
value to relationships and honesty.
In light of this. I was bothered by the
realization that I could be so superfi
cial. I consider shallowness a very
undesirable characteristic, and that
is not what I want to become.
So what is my point here? By the
fact that you're still reading, I'll
assume that you agree with at least
some of my rant. So my challenge
for you is to take a close look at your
everyday interactions, and be honest
with yourself about what you find.
Our friends are treasures; we should
be showing them that we value them
and that we sincerely care about
what is happening in their lives.
Erin Helppie is a columnist for
The BG News. She 'd doing greatHow are you? Tell her at ehelppie@yahoo.com.
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The Nation
In Brief

Citizens unsure about Putin
THT-: ASSOCIATED PRESS

KOLOMNA. Russia — Spring is
slow arriving this year, but a vague
hope glimmers on the slushy streets
CHICAGO (AP) — A federal of this ancient town that President
appeal court judge attempting to Vladimir Putin's election may finalmediate a settlement of the govern- ly mean better times in Russia.
The optimism is wary. Nobody is
ment's antitrust action against
Microsoft said Saturday that he is sure what Putin will do. and Russians have been disappointed by
ending his effort.
Judge Richard Posner said that broken promises so many times
since accepting the task, he has tried before.
Still, weary and cynical as they
to find a common ground that might
enable the two sides to settle their are about thfcir country's poverty and
corruption. Russians arc hoping.
differences.
"He's a young fellow. We hope
"After more than four months, it
is apparent that the disagreements he will do something." says Vera
: Artamanova. 54. who sells underamong the parties concerning the
likely course, outcome, and conse- i wear in the town market to augment
quences of continued litigation, as! her tiny pension. "Life is so hard."
Natalya Labina from the next
well as the implications and ramifi-1
cations of alternative terms of settle- stall chimes in. saying she liked
ment, arc too deep-seated to be Putin's vow — made after winning
bridged," Posner said in a statement. the March 26 election — not to
make promises so he wouldn't create false hopes.
Putin hasn't been specific about
plans beyond calling for a strong
state and a crackdown on corruption.
"What I liked about his speech
SAN JOSE. Calif. (AP) — With1
the support of high-technology was he didn't promise anything,
1 unlike Yeltsin." she says. "A low
executives and moderate Dcmoci.its. President Clinton today contin- bow to him for that."
Many people, steeling themued his push for normal trade relaselves for disappointment, say they
tions with China.

Judge gives up on Microsoft

Clinton wants trade with
China

don't expect much. For some, it"s
enough the 47-ycar-old Putin is not
Boris Yeltsin, his unpopular and
increasingly frail predecessor.
"The only achievement of this
election is that a young person is in
power," says the 33-year-old Labina.
Cynicism runs deep in Russia,
where most people expect nothing
from their government but corruption and empty talk. And so while
she approves of Putin. Alevtina
Dymova. 60. warns that Russians
must help themselves.
"Putin is young, educated, energetic." says Dymova. the director of
Kolomna's historical museum. "I'm
impressed that he can speak without
notes, that he doesn't lose his place,
that he can speak to people normally"
But. she adds. "Ihere are no miracles, The president must create normal conditions for work. Then we
must work, ourselves. No one else
can help us."
As in so many places in Russia,
much work waits to be done in
Kolomna, a city of 153,(XX) people.
More than 8(X) years old. Kolomna
is endowed with monasteries and
churches that could attract tourists
from nearby Moscow, but the place
is falling apart from decades ol
neglect.

The town's factories employ just
a third of the workers they did 10
years ago. and most people grow
food in home gardens just to eat day
to day.
After a brief spell of euphoria following the fall of Communism in
1991. the public mood shifted to disappointment with the flawed capitalism that flourished under Yeltsin.
The government has failed to
restructure inefficient Soviet-era
enterprises, while the development
of new businesses is often stymied
by corruption and excessive bureaucracy.
Explaining why they're rarely
optimistic, many Russians often
quote former Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin: "We wanted to do
better, but it turned out like always."
Much cynicism remains, especially about how Putin came to
power.
A former KGB agent and Kremlin bureaucrat. Putin was propelled
from obscurity by Yeltsin and his
inner circle. Named prime minister
in August. Putin became acting president Dec. 31 when Yeltsin resigned
That gave Putin the advantages of
incumbency in an early election
"Yeltsin put him in: it will be the
same as with Yeltsin." said Yelena
Kuprika. 24, leaning on her gate in
Andreyevskoye. a tiny village just

With this city's Technology'
Museum of Innovation serving as
his backdrop. Clinton was to lout the
benefits of trade with China to members of the moderate Democratic
I c.uicrship Council Both the DLC
THK ASSOCIATF.O PRI SS
and the high-tech communitv are
strong supportersol granting permaEL CENTRO. Calif. — Iloang
nent normal trade relations with
China
Due Nguyen's I0-month prison
sentence ended five months ago,
but he is still behind bars.

holding patterns at Immigration and

the center cannot be returned to

Naturalization Service detention
centers and jails across the United
States. Some have wailed lour

their countries Instead, they're left
living m a barracks-style jail in the

U.S. law says the 30-year-old
immigrant must be deported, but

"I just want to gel out of this

Associated Press Photo
SAME AS YELTSIN—Yelena Kuprika, 24, doesn't expect much
from Russia's President Vladimir Putin, "Putin is Yeltsin's heir,'
she said, leaning on her gate in Andreyevskoye, a village outside the town of Kolomana, 120 kilometers south of Moscow.
outside Kolomna
"Who knows what he Is," says
Yury Andreyev. 38. walking his dog
along the village's single muddy
lane. "Even it he gets rid of Yeltsin's
entourage it will take a year or two
at least "
While the) wail to see what Putin
will do. people rely on iheir own
efforts for survival

"What should we expect.' We'll
work, and so we'll live. We've got
our
garden."
said
Valentin
Pavlovich, a retired army sergeant in
the nearbv village ol Semibratskoye
who would give only his first and
middle names
He said he voted for Putin
"because I have to vole lor some
one."

Immigrants can't return home, instead spend years in U.S. jails

• Daily crossword answers

vc.us tor authorities to decide what
to do with them.

larlier this month, the chairman

Those immigrants who ate stuck

desert that was designed to hold

here, like Nguyen, come from a
handful of countries, including

illegal migrant workers for a few
days, not yens
The INS already is struggling

Cuba. Laos and Vietnam, that won't
lake them back
"We keep hearing that the State

with a record number of prisoners.
Tougher immigrations laws have

Department is negotiating with
these countries to try to send some

the country he fled as a child
refugee won't take him back.

place." Nguyen, who was born in
Vietnam, said as he sat at a visitor's
booth at the INS detention center in

That's left Nguyen in a legal no
mans land, and he isn't alone.

El Centre about 120 miles east ol

more than doubled the numbers to
18.000 since 1996. when Congiess

of these people back," said Kim
Porter, an INS assistant district

San Diego.
About 60 of the 500 prisoners .it

eliminated a requirement that the
INS release anvone who couldn't

director in San Diego

An estimated 3.400 immigrants
with criminal records are in similar
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• Political cartoons & comics
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• Weather
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"We're at

their mercy."

ot a House subcommittee that funds
immigration operations blasted the
INS after Justue Department figures showed nearly 12.000 of the
35,000 immigrants with criminal
records released over the pasi five
vc.its committed new crimes
In response the INS said many
of the releases weren't at the
agency's discretion because the
incarcerated immigrants had won
their deportation cases or because
bond was allowed by immigration
and federal judges.

JBR Automotive
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• Daily Horoscopes

be deported within six months

17910 N. Dixie Hwy • 353-7222
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(next to Speck Tire)

• Lube, Oil, Filter

$13.95

Up to S qts. 30 point inspection
• Tune Ups as low as
v.. $39.95
Inc. plugs, check & adj. timing if appl.

- Special Offer Lube

$12.95

Oil

up to 5 qts. oil

Filter
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• Computer Diagnostic $38.95J fan
Free belt & hose inspection

student, PUBLICATIONS
• Summer 2000 BG News Editor
• Fall 2000 BG News Editor
• 2000-2001 Gavel Editor
• 2000-2001 Key Yearbook Editor
• 2000-2001 Miscellany Editor
• 2000-2001 Obsidian Editor
Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Thursday, April 13 at 4 p.m.
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MOORE
Continued from page 1.

operated, he ran for. and
was elected on the local
school board when he was
just 18. Within nine
months, he succeeded in
convincing the other
members of the board to
fire the principal and
assistant principal of his
school.
"If there is something
you want changed, it takes
very little effort. You
don't have to do a lot. but
you do have to do something."
Moore relaxed the
audience and kept people
laughing through anecdotes about his hometown, showing the NCAA
Tournament finals and
through filming those in
the audience for an
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/
The BG New*
PLANT FOR
PRESIDENT —
During his presentation
Moore
asked
BGSU students to
cheer for a presidential
plant
for
an
upcoming episode of
"The Awful Truth," a
show on Bravol.

CLASS

depart."

Continued from page 1.

department has only two full-time
professors, along with associate and
assistant professors. Many temporary instructors and graduate assistants teach the introductory level
courses.
In other departments, however,
temporary or part-time instructors
are avoided as much as possible.
"For the last 10 years, we've tried
not to have part-time instructors or
graduates teach." said Marc Simon,
chair of the political science department.
Why? According to Kenneth
Kiplc, distinguished University professor in Ihe history department.
"The one with more education i the
professor I has more knowledge to

But. at this University, much of
the faculty hasn't had lime to reach
professor status—which usually
requires published research—
because many haven't had time yet
to devote to research.
"We're at an unusual position at
this point," Thibaull said. "We're at
'he hiring stage for much of our faculty We're a young faculty compared to other universities."
Possibly, though, with the University hiring more frequently, students may have greater input into
who their instructors become
"We have job candidates meet
with students without the faculty
around and take their feedback."
said Joesph Frizado. chair of the
geology department.
In the political science depart-

General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA
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Students from a second school in
Ohio have invited death row inmate
Mumia Abu-Jamal to give a taped
speech.
Abu-Jamal. who is in prison in
Pennsylvania for killing a Philadelphia police officer, will deliver a
(aped speech May 4 at Kent State
University. Jeffrey Ritter. co-chair
of the student-run May 4 Task Force,
said Monday.
The event, which marks the 30th
anniversary of the fatal shootings of
four students by Ohio National
Guardsmen trying to quell an antiwar protest, is not sponsored by the
university.
"The forces hell-bent on (AbuJamal's) execution want to do the
same thing as the forces who killed
the four Kent Slate students in 1970
— silence strong voices of political
dissent." said Justin Hons of the
Kent Student Anti-Racist Action
group.
Last week. Antioch College in
Yellow Springs invited Abu-Jamal
to give the commencement address
April 29 via audiotape.
That announcement triggered a
flood of outraged letters, e-mail
messages and faxes from law
enforcement organizations and victims' groups. Many of the letterwriters, including the slain officer's
widow, promise a large protest if
Abu-Jamal is allowed to give the
commencement address.
But Kent officials are not con-
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Travel Insurance

Beds on a Budget

Special Student Airfares

Adventure Holidays

Round The World Journey

Great Travel Products

7Fling Formal

Saturday April, 8 2000
Offenhauer 1104 From 7-12
Dinner at 7:30-8:30
in Towers Restaurant
Music will begin at 8:30 in Offenhauer 1104
Book you'' tickets on-line @

/ If attending e-mail Jill atjillf77@yahoo.com
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
ALL TWO BEDROOMS
309 HIGH STREET
801 & 803 FIFTH ST.
507 E. MERRY ST.
709 FIFTH ST.
824 SIXTH ST.
843 SIXTH ST.
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CHEERLEADING
tf TRY OUTS CT
Anyone interested in cheering for the
BGSU Falcons during the .2000-2001
season is welcome to attend try-outs.
All those who are interested must
attend the initial meeting.
Males and females needed.
No experience necessary.

Where: 110 Business Administration
When: April 4, from 5-6
This is just an informational meeting!
Hope to see you there!

NEWL9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
352-5620
(Our Only Office)
v>,« « newloverealry.com

www. statravel. com
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LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

Eurail Passes
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last week to try to change their
minds, saying her "initial feelings of
anger have given way to sadness and
bewilderment at your misguided and
fhoughiless selection. This letter is
written to ask each of you (to) take a
moment and reflect on the mistake
you are about to make."
Her message touched some sttl
dents, including graduating senior
Kevin Franck who said he feels the
invitation is a "slap in the face" to
Faulkner's widow and to the police
officers who worked with Faulkner.
He fears Antioch College will be
tainted by the controversy.
"This institution has been around
for 150 years," Franck said. "But if
you ask people around the country
about Antioch, this is the only thing
they'll know us for."
On Monday. Philadelphia District
Attorney Lynne M. Abraham and
police officials again blasted Antioch and its president, Robert H.
Devine, for permitting Abu-Jamal to
speak.
Abraham read from a letter written by Devine in defense of the college's decision, saying it is virtually
identical to one written by Evergreen State College President Jane
L. Jervis when the college played a
taped Abu-Jamal commencement
speech.
"Either Mr. Devine is a master
plagiarizer, or the two presidents
have had communication," she said.
Antioch College officials did not
immediately return a call for comment.

=

Alpha Lambda Delta's *

VVV

cerned about a similar backlash, said
university spokesman Ron Kirksey.
"It's a student-sponsored rally."
he said. 'This looks more like a typical spring thing."
But at Antioch. some graduating
seniors say they're worried about
the prospect of a demonstration
Teishan Latner. a graduating
senior and commencement committee member, said he would be disappointed if protests overshadow the
culmination of four years of hard
work.
Abu-Jamal. 45. a radio journalist
and former Black Panther activist,
was convicted of shooting Philadelphia police Officer Daniel Faulkner
in I98I after Faulkner stopped AbuJamal's brother for driving the
wrong way down a city street.
Death penalty opponents and
Abu-Jamal's supporters say he was
targeted for political reasons and
framed, and Abu-Jamal repeatedly
has said he's innocent.
If Antioch follows through with
its plans, Faulkner's widow, Maureen Faulkner told the Dayton Daily
News she intends to lead the demonstration against Abu-Jamal's taped
address, clutching a picture of her
dead husband as she did when Evergreen State College in Olympia.
Wash., played a taped Abu-Jamal
commencement speech last June.
"I'm not going to let people tell
lies about this case," she said. "I'm
not going to let people vilify
Danny."
Faulkner wrote Antioch's seniors

•Hooked on Playstation:
check out
.-.
Gaming Source1-

Cheaper than Tuition...
more fun than Body Piercing
Student ID's

354-6166
AAA

ment, students are selected to sit in a
classroom along with the hiring
committee as the top candidates for
instructor positions teach mock
classes
And students' opinions expressed
through the teacher evaluations
handed out at the end of each semester guide whether or not an instructor remains with Ihe University.
"I look at the teachers' evaluations, and I read every comment. I
talk to people. I take Ihern very seriously." Brendlinger said.
As do the other departments. Student evaluations arc used to promote
instructors and determine whether
an instructor receives a raise.
"As an institution, we're obligated to give students their monc-'
worth," Gonzalez said.

Death row inmate to
speak at Kent State

STUDENT TRAVEL

J. Smith M.D.

AAA

upcoming episode of The
Awful Truth.
Many in attendance
felt that what Moore had
to say was insightful,
while also being on the
comedic side.
'This was very entertaining, very informative.
He had a lot of really good
Klints to make.' said
rian Stambaugh. freshman creative writing
major. "I'm really excited
he decided to come to lit i
and talk."
Laura Rahe. freshman
English major, agreed.
'It was awesome,
hilarious. I'm really glad
that Bowling Green did
something like this and
was really glad to see him
here."
Many of Moore's opinions also reflected those
of members of the University.
"I agreed with his
opinions." said Joel
Kociancic. sophomore
marketing major. "He was
very frank and blunt about
the issues in society."
"It was great, very
insightful, especially the
fact that he could do so
much with so little effort."
said Pete Kemper, junior
spon management major.

Q

805 THURST1N -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- 5590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
«
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $320.00
605 SECOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
One Year- One Person Rate- 5330.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - 5440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. Dishwashers.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- 5550.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00

615 SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- 5586.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR. School
Year- Two Person Rale- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00

HOUSES FOR RENT
303 S. SUMMIT - FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. Limit 5 people. $990 per month'ptus all
utilities Deposit $990.00 Available May 20,2000 to May 12,2000.
530 E. MERRY - THREE BEDROOM HOUSE Limit 4 people. $700.00 per month pkis all
utilities Deposit $700.00. Available Augusl 24, 200C to August 11.2000.
150 1/2 MANVILLE - One bedroom upstairs unit Limit 2 people.
$400 00 per month plus all utilities Deposit $400.00.
Available May 20.2000.
714 EIGHTH -Duplex Unit A Only. Two 2 bedroom units Unit 2 people per unit.
$600.00 per monlh plus utilities Deposit $600.00.
Available August 24,2000.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across fromTaco Bell
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Softball

Falcon twins rely on
each other in life
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SHIRTS WRfTFR

Upon first contact, it seems possible you're seeing double.
But really, you're not.
Bowling Green coach Leigh
Ross-Shaw could attest to that. She
first coached Jenny and Angie Domschot at Toledo Ml. Notre Dame
High School. Strangely enough, the
Domschot twins were nol the first
pair Ross-Shaw had coached She
has also coached Liz and Gail Brennan. The Brennan twins eventually
attended BG but did not play softball.
Like Jen and Angie, one threw
with the left hand like Jen and the
other the right hand like Angie (they
both bat left handed). Ross-Shaw
could only tell the two apart when
they had the gloves on their hands or
,i watch on their wrists
"Jen took number 10." RossShaw said. "So on their uniforms,
Jen (rhymes with) 10 is how I
remembered. It probably took the
first year and I can see the differences. Everybody else can. They're
so different."
Aside from the number and way
they throw the ball, another differAssociated Press Photo ence they noted is that Jen is
assertive while Angie is conservaREMEMBER ME? - Baltimore Orioles manager Mike Hargrove, center, greets Cleveland Indians Jim Thome, left, and Manny tive. They also have different preferRamirez on the field at Camden Yards in Baltimore yesterday.
ences in clothes and food, as well as
personality differences.
The twins have been through a lot
together.
"We've always had each others'
backs no matter how upset we've
been at each other." Angie. the older
of the two by five minutes, said.
"Even if she would do something
who won his debut as a major league
THK ASSOCIATED PRESS
Singles by Fryman. Sandy Alo- bad to me. I would always be there
The Orioles also went 1-9 against
manager.
Cleveland last year, a trend that con- mar and Lofton put Cleveland up 3- for her. We have our different
BALTIMORE — Mike HarLofton, who tore a rotator cull in tinued on opening day.
1 and chased Mussina Mike Tromb- strengths but we're still best
grove's first game as manager of the (he playoffs last year, was initially
Cal Ripken, who entered the ley. making his debut with the Ori- friends."
Baltimore Orioles produced little expected to be out until the All-Star game needing nine hits to reach oles, subsequently allowed an RBI
The best friends really needed
change in his new team — or his for- break. His homer in the sixth 3.000 for his career, hit a bloop dou- single to Omar Vizquel.
each other at a desperate time in
snapped a 1-1 lie. and the Indians ble in the second inning and went Imer one
Banolo Colon (1-0) yielded one their lives. That time came in the
Baltimore ace Mike Mussina pulled away in ihe eighth by scoring for-4. His hit total, posted in large run on three hits in five innings, second grade when their parents
retired 23 of the first 25 batters he two runs on four straight two-out block numerals on the warehouse walking six and striking out six. divorced. One of the toughest
faced, but Travis Fryman and Kenny singles.
beyond the right-field wall, now Steve Karsay, the fifth Indians pitch- adjustments they had to make was
The Orioles, meanwhile, showed stands at 2.992.
Lofton hit solo homers to lead the
er, worked the ninth for his second going from school to school.
Cleveland Indians to a 4-1 victory two annoying habits they displayed
Mussina pitched well, but it was- major league save.
"We had to make friends at every
\ yesterday.
The Orioles went up 1-0 in the school we went to and we always
in 1999 under former manager Ray n't good enough to give Hargrove a
During his 8 l/2-ycar run in Miller.
victory in this much-anticipated second when Colon walked two and had each other there." Angie said.
' Cleveland. Hargrove built the IndiBaltimore, which ranked third in matchup against his former team. Brady Anderson hil a two-out RBI "It was hard though. That puts a lot
ans into a power-hitting unit that the AL last season in leaving runners Mussina allowed only two hits single. Alter another walk. B.J. of pressure on the kids. But we had
relied heavily on the long ball. He on base, stranded nine against the through the first seven innings — Surhoff struck out with the bases to deal with it because our mom kept
was fired in October, but that philos- Indians and went l-for-10 with run- both homers — before tiring in the
moving from house to house until
eighth.
ophy remains under Charlie Manuel. ners in scoring position.
she got married when we were in the
i See INDIANS, page 8.

Indians sting old boss

fifth grade and we went to three
schools after that."
The Domschot twins still saw
their father twice a week and went to
his house every other weekend.
"He's a very loving father who is
into his girls." Angie said. "He
recently lost his father and is now
trying to be there for us through
everything ."
While some children maybe
never accept a divorce, the Domschot twins fall into another category"It was much better that they got
divorced." Jen said. "They had their
differences and they probably also
did it for their own good and mostly
for ours. too. It was both ways. We
feel they both got remarried and met
the perfect people for them."
Angie said she and her sister did
not like seeing their parents fight all
the time. She said they knew something was wrong even though the
twins were young at this stage in
their lives.
"We still remember the day my
mom said. I'm going to divorce
your father." Angie said. "I said.
'Mom. do it. We can't live like this
anymore either."
Like Jen mentioned, things have
worked out well
"Our parents have done a fine job
raising us." Jen said. "We've been
raised really well Now we're almost
finalls on our own Looking back at
how much they've taught us. if we
follow their guidelines, we should
be ok."
Both sets of parents try to make it
to the games.
They have advice for people who
have been through the same thing.
"It's important to always see both
parents." Jen said. "Give both parents the same attention and just
know the other parent can't see us
all the lime."
"Know that both parents love you
and they're doing this to better your
life." Angie said. "They don't want
to keep fighting They try every way
they can to make you happy and let
their kids grow up."
When they graduate, the twins
plan to go into fields which involve
helping people continuously. Jen. a
criminal justice major, plans to get a
job in the law enforcement field.
Angie wants to work for the Toledo
Fire Department and work with the
elderly.

NCAA Final Four

Rain leads Cleaves provides leadership as Spartans claim title
to 'redo'
for Reds
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

CINCINNATI — Junior came
home to Cincinnati, and it was as if
he never left ... Seattle
A steady rain spoiled Ken Griffey
Jr.'s eagerly awaited homecoming
yesterday, letting up just long
enough for the slugging center fielder to get a pregame ovation and two
empty at-bats.
Then, it returned to wash awa)
one of the most closely watched
games of Griffey's life. The Cincinnati Reds blew a three-run lead and
wound up tied with Ihe Milwaukee
Brewers 3-3 in the sixth inning.
After a three-hour delay, the
game was called because of rain and
a foreboding forecast. It will be
replayed tonight, starting over from
the first inning.
All statistics from Monday's
game count, leaving Davey Lopes
with an unusual debut as Brewers
manager. This was the first time in
the majors that teams opened w ith a
tie since April 12, 1965. when the St.
Louis-Chicago game at Wrigley
Field was called because of darkness
after II innings with the score 1010.
After playing II years in Seattle
with its notorious rain. Griffey came
home and got washed out. failing to
add to his reputation for big games
on opening day.
Griffey had homered in three
consecutive openers and was tied
with Babe Ruth and five others at
second place on the career list, one
behind Frank Robinson. The streak
ended yesterday with the game tied
and Griffey due up first for the Reds
in the sixth.
In his two at-bats. Griffey popped
out and grounded out. failing to hit
as much as a hard foul He was
i See 'REDO1, page9.

INDIANAPOLIS — This time
there was no Magic, just Mateen.
Michigan State, with Magic
Johnson cheering in the stands, won
its second national championship as
Mateen Cleaves led the Spartans to
an 89-76 victory over Florida on
Monday night.
It was 21 years ago that the
championship game between Michigan State and Indiana State —
Magic vs. Bird — changed the landscape of college basketball.
This one may not have the mag-

nitude, but it had the drama thanks
to Cleaves, the Spartans' limping
leader.
After helping the Spartans build a
43-32 halftime lead by scoring 13
points, including going 3-for-3 from
3-point range, and negating Florida's vaunted full-court pressure with
his ballhandling and passing.
Cleaves rolled his right ankle early
in the second half and had to go to
the locker room.
When he left with 16:18 to play
the Spartans led 50-44. His teammates got the lead to 58-50 by the
time he returned 4:29 later But the

senior guard who missed the first 13
games of the season while recovering from a stress fracture in his right
foot, was again the team's emotional
leader
His long pass to Morris Peterson
for a layup made it 60-50. He was
leveled while setting a screen a few
minutes later but it was enough to
spring A.J. Granger for a 3-pointcr
thai started a 16-6 run that made it
84-66 and pui the game away.
Cleaves certainly didn't do it by
himsell
Peterson finished with 21 points
on 7-for-l4 shooting and Granger

had 19 and was 7-for-ll from the
field.
Cleaves was 7-for-11 from the
field — all the shots coming before
he was injured — and had 18 points
and tour assists.
The Spartans (32-7). the only
top-seeded team to reach the Final
Four, finished 33-for-59 from the
field (56 percent), the best against
Florida's frantic pace by far in the
tournament. The previous best was
43 percent by top-ranked Duke in
the regional semifinals.
Michigan State never seemed
fazed by the pressure, beating it

early with long passes The Spartans
were their usual efficient selves
when they did run their halfcourt
game, getting good looks and Clashing the boards when they missed.
The Michigan State bench was
considered a key to any chance the
Spartans had. Florida's reserves had
outscored it 175-45 in the tournament, but Jason Richardson had nine
points as the Spartans' backups
came up big.
Udonis Haslem had a season

I See SPARTANS, page 8.

Tennis

Women's tennis knocks off Zips, Bulls; men fall to Rice
MIKE
LEHMKUHLE/
The BG Newt
REFUELING BG tennis player Abby Bratton
receives talk
■hop with Falcon
coach
Penny Dean. BG
swept Akron 70 over the
weekend and
improved to 3-1
in the MAC.
Bratton
notched a topflight singles
victory and a
doubles victory
with teammate
Erika Wasilewski against the
Zips.
She
repeated
the
feat
against
Buffalo the next
day.

Acevedo was awarded the match
when Collins retired in the third set
up 3-2.
Hiscox edged Alexis Pourchet 6They can play at the level of
nationally-ranked teams. The next 4, 7-5 to take the third set.
Micael Lopez-Acevedo played a
step is to upset one of these teams.
On Friday afternoon, the Falcon close match against Venkataraman.
men's tennis team lost a 5-2 match but lost 4-6. 6-4. 4-6.
Mike Kossoff lost the fifth flight
to the No. 66 ranked Rice Owls
Individual results show that this to Cody Jackson 3-6. 2-6.
Kuresman lost a three set sixth
match was a lot closer than the score
flight to Fabien Giraud 7-6.0-6, 2-6.
indicates.
Head coach Jay Harris thought
Brandon Gabel and Vitek Wild
dropped the first singles flight to that the Falcons showed some room
for
improvement against the Owls
Robert Collins
and Prakash
and added that the next step is to
Venkataraman 8-5.
Geoff Hiscox and Ed Kuresman beat nationally-ranked teams.
"I think if we could have played a
won a close No. 2 doubles match 86 over Mathias Malhacs and Kevin little better at some spots we could
have pulled a really big upset." HarHargrove.
Twin brothers Micael and Nico- ris said. "We showed that we can
las Lopez-Acevedo, piaying at No. 3 play at this level, but now we have
doubles, lost 8-6 to Cody Jackson to show that we can win."
On Saturday, the Falcons
and Alexis Pourchet.
In singles, that Falcons played rebounded from two consecutive
well, but fell short of taking the road losses to defeat the Dayton Flyers at home 7-0.
match.
Gabel and Wild began the day
Wild lost a first flight match to
with an 8-6 doubles win over Jeff
Mathias Mathaes 6-2. 4-6. 5-7.
Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo lost the Keckley and D.J. Gebhart.
In No. 2 doubles. Hiscox and
first sei to Robert Collins 1-6 and
took the second set 7-6. Lopez- Kossoff beat Brad Nykiel and Chris
DOROTHY WRONA
SPORTS WRITER

Wartman 8-2.

Kuresman and Nicolas LopezAcevedo disposed of Dan Altenau
and Chris Barnes 8-1 to end doubles
action.
In singles action, the Falcons
continued to dominate the Flyers.
Hiscox took the first flight from
Keckley 6-2. 6-3.
Sonny Huynh defeated Nykiel 64. 6-4 for a second flight victory.
Peter Gardonyi won the third
flight by a 6-3. 6-1 victory over D.J.
Gebhart.
Gabel had no trouble with Altenau. defeating him 6-1. 6-0 to win
the fourth flight.
The last two flights proved to be
a challenge for the Falcons. Micael
Lopez-Acevedo took three sets to
defeat Mike Schisler 4-6. 6-2, 6-0.
Kossoff also took three sets to
win the sixth flight. He lost the first
set to P.J. Miller 3-6, but rebounded
to take the next two sets 6-0. 6-1.
With the win, the Falcons now
stand 10-6 in dual match play.
Women's Tennis
The women's tennis team
improved their record to 8-6 overall
• See TENNIS, pages.
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Photo
-Michigan high 27 points for the fifth-seeded
State* Charlie Galors (29-9). while Brent Wright
Bell grabs a added 13.
rebound over
The 1979 final is still the highestFlorida's rated telecast of an NCAA basketUdonis Haslem. ball game — the one that hooked the
left, and nation on the NCAA tournament.
Michigan State, which beat Wisteammate
Adam consin 53-41 in an ugly all-Big Ten
Bollinger. 55. notional semifinal, won all six
as Florida's games on its title run by at least 11
Matt Bonner. points.
15, and Brett
The Spartans closed the season
Nelson. 10. with 11 straight wins and are the
look on at the first Big Ten team to win it all since
NCAA Michigan in 1989.
Championship
Florida, looking to become the
game in the fourth straight Southeastern ConferRCA Dome in ence team to win the national chamIndianapolis pionship in an even-numbered year,
yesterday. was making its first appearance in a
championship game.
The Gators had seven freshmen

and sophomores in their 10-man
rotation and this was the first game
in the tournament that their lack of
experience showed.
Cleaves had two 3-pointers in the
14-3 run that gave the Spartans a 3320 lead with 6:51 to play, but a
three-point play by Haslem and a

basket by Donnell Harvey got Ih
Gators within 35-29 with 4:05 left
Charlie Bell and Cleaves sand
wiched 3s around a layup by Haslcn
and the Spartans had a 43-32 hall
time lead.

INDIANSContinued from page 7.
loaded.
Mussina retired the first seven
Cleveland batters before Fryman
tied it in the third by driving a 2-0
pitch over the wall in center. Mussina then mowed down the next 10
batters before Lofton connected.
The Orioles had two on and two
out in the seventh before Vizqucl ran
from shortstop to medium left field

to catch a blooper off the bat of Deli
no DeShields. Notes: Colon, whe
averaged 3 6 walks per nine inning
last year, issued five in the first twi
innings alone. His pitch-count wa1
75 after three innings.... Baltimore'
Will Clark singled in the fourth am
has hit safely in all 14 of hisopenim
day appearances. He scored the Ori
oles' lone run and walked twice..
was Lofton's first career homer a
Camden Yards.

TENNISContinued from page 7.

Redskins work out Warrick, George
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ASHBURN. Va. — The weeklong cattle call of top draft prospects
at Redskin Park began yesterday
with a visit from a very confident
Peter Warrick, plus a bonus sighting
of free-agent quarterback Jeff
George.
"A lot of people have stuff to say
— he's not as fast as everybody
thinks, but 1 feel like I'm just as
great as anybody else," Warrick
said. "Jerry Rice is not the fastest
man in the world, but when he
breaks out nobody is going to catch
him."
With that attitude, the former
Florida State star would seem to fit
the mold of the Redskins two
incumbent
starting
receivers,
Michael Westbrook and Albert Connell, both of whom are never short

on bravado.
But it's also the presence of Westbrook and Connell. who both surpassed 1.000 yards receiving last
season, that make the Redskins feel
they could pass on Warrick when
they make the No. 2 and No. 3 overall selections in the April 15-16
draft.
If the Redskins select Warrick, he
could be catching a few passes from
George at training camp. George, at
an impasse in his negotiations to
return to the Minnesota Vikings, is
discussing coming to the Redskins
as a backup for Brad Johnson. His
meetings with owner Dan Snyder
and director of player personnel
Vinny Cerrato extended late into the
afternoon.
"This is just a visit." George said.
"We're talking to a handful of
teams. We'll see what happens.

Washington is high on the list, but
Minnesota is there as well. With me,
going back to Minnesota is always
an option because of what I can
bring to that offense."
Warrick is one of four blue-chip
prospects available, and the other
three are coming later in the week:
Alabama tackle Chris Samuels on
Tuesday. Penn State linebacker
LaVar Arrington on Wednesday and
Penn State defensive end Courtney
Brown on Thursday. Cerrato and
coach Norv Turner will give their
thoughts to the media on Friday.
The player the Redskins really
want and need is Arrington. Samuels
would also fill a need. And. of
course, everything hinges on what
the Cleveland Browns do with the
No. 1 pick.
"My dream is to be in the NFL.
not to be the first pick," Warrick

said. "If I was the first pick that
would be fine and dandy. If I don't
go No. I, I won't be mad. If I go
anywhere from one to 10 that would
be great."
Warrick is an explosive player
and was once considered to be a possible No. I overall selection. But his
height — he's listed as a generous 5foot-10 1/2 — and a shopping scandal combined with a recent unimpressive workout time in the 40-yard
dash to send his stock plummeting.
Many scenarios have the Browns
picking Brown, and the Redskins
taking Arrington and Samuels, dropping Warrick to No. 4 at best.
"Everybody says why would you
spend your money on the first pick
that runs a 4.5, 4.6." in the 40-yard
dash. Warrick said. "But what makes
a great receiver is what he does after
he catches the ball."

and 3-1 in the MAC with defeats of
Akron and Buffalo.
The Falcons began the weekend
with a 7-0 sweep of the Akron Zips.
Abby
Bratton
and . Erika
Wasilewski began the day with an 82 defeat of Anniken Andersen and
Arianna Rojas-Serpa.
Meghan Rhodes and Devon
Bissinger took the second doubles
flight with an 8-2 defeat of Rebecca
and Karen Ebelberger.
Beth Wilson and Kelly Dredge
won the third flight by default.
Singles belonged to the Falcons.
Bratton defeated Andersen 6-1.
6-4 for a first flight victory.
Rhodes had a close second flight
match with Rojas-Serpa but pulled
out the win 6-1, 5-7, 6-2.
Wasilewski took the third flight
from Schrager 6-3, 6-2,
Bissinger won the fourth flight 61.6-3 over Ebelberger.
Tracy Howitt shut out Marti Conner 6-0. 6-0 in the fifth flight. Beth
Wilson won the sixth flight by
default.

Head coach Penny Dean said thai
the Zips had some strong players ir
the top singles flights.
"Our toughest matches were in
No. land No. 2 singles against
Akron." Dean said. "(Rojas-Serpa)
is really short but a very strati)
groundstrokcr. Meghan was in belter*
shape because Arianna wore dowr
and Meghan began mixing hei]
shots."
On Saturday, the Falcons record
ed another sweep at the expense oti
the Buffalo Bulls.
Wasilewski and Bratton won th
top doubles flight 6-0, 6-2 over'
Karen Maynard and Nicole Sargent, i
Bissinger and Kelly Dredg
defeated Michele Mercer and Kris
ten Von Schoonhoven 8-5 to ta
number two singles.
Howitt and Wilson shut out Shani
Amarasinghe and Anna Schule 8-0
for a third flight win.
In singles play, no Falcon
allowed more than two wins in a set.
Bratton beat Mercer 6-0, 6-2 in
the first flight.
Rhodes recorded a 6-0. 6-2 victo
ry over Sargent in the second flight.

Check out exclusive news at <www. Iiynews.com>
24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Now on Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live

Re-broadcast at
10:30 & 7:30am
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green. OH • 353-2526

A

FRONT ANCJ CENTER
with
Andrew and Tami

SECONd STAGE
LOCAI

MUSIC SHOWCASE

•fl \tsakhi- Special 6ueTti
7-8prvi

All Time Low

The BG News Forum
with Brandi Barhite, Editor in Chief
and David Tran, Opinion Editor
VOICE YOUR OPINIONS!

DAIMIMON

sJCJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
lbdrm. A/C. dishwasher/garbage
disposal. Start at $380.
Call 353-5800

r^Z<

/(JEfcCA

PRODUCT SAMPLING

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm. laundry on site,
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
- CHILY'S EXPRESS AND G.T. DELI
NOON - 2:00pm APRIL 6TH

/CJEfcCA

- INCLUDE T-SHIRTS AND JACKETS
B G S U

ENTER DRAWING
TO WIN A FREE...

H WM
^ ■■

/-> 1 / > /f
|iL )K^
'
Q /fX

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

can 372-2826
Request?

Call 372-2826

Domino's Pizza j&
a'Sbuiud Spon.IOI of fl.QSM. athletic*

Serving Bowling Green, Portage. & B.G.S.U.
1

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

GIVEAWAYS

Tonight

5-6pm

fj] Don't forget to register for fall 2000 classes!

Xante of the 2 fPJxaa* fa* $7.00

OrVBtON Of ITUOtNI AffAJPS

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
I bdrm, A/C, dishwasher/
garbage disposal. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
1 bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

/ClEfcCA

Management Inc.
Slop by our office at 1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or Call .153-5800.
www.wcneforg/~mecca

ABOVE DOWNTWON BUSINESS AREA
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING
114 1/2 SOUTH MAIN STREET & 117 NORTH MAIN STREET
• 1 Bedroom Apartments
• Unfurnished
• Laundry Facillities Available
• Air Conditioned
• 9 or 12 Month Leases
• Cats welcomed
• Sky Lights
• 117 N. Main Has Dishwashers!

Mraiuii Order
Beep Dish Extra
of2lor BoBtnry
4-30-2000 We accept personal checks, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover.

e«**^ <2*a (Snip

<

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
(Our Only Office)

352-5620
www.newloverealty.com
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Today's Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX—Purchased the contract ol 3B Car)' Gaetli Irom
Pawlucket ol the National League
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS—Optioned RHP Vicente Padill.i to
TusconolthePCL
FLORIDA MARLINS— Purchased the contracts ol RHP Ricky Bones
and OF Mark Smith Designated RHP [ared Camp and OF Derrick Gibson lor assignment
HOUSTON ASTROS—Purchased the contracts ol RHP Dwight
Gooden and RHP Mike Maddux from New Orleans o( the PCL
MONTREAL EXPOS—Placed RHP Tony Amess. C Bob Henley and
RHP Graeme Lloyd on the lS-day disabled list
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Purchased the contract at Luis Sojo Irom
Nashville ol the PCL
BASKETBALL
PHILADELPHIA 76ERS—Signed F Antonio Lang lor the remainder
ol the season.
FOOTBALL
BUFFALO BILLS— Named Julie Regan director ol marketing
HOCKEY
ATLANTA THRASHERS—Reassigned D Chris McAlpine to Orlando of die IHL.
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING— Recalled D Andrei Skopintsev from
Detroit ol the I1II
COLLEGE
CURRY—Named Brian LM offensive line coach and Todd Roberts
receivers coach

Reds may threaten attendance record
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — The 55.596
fans who attended the Cincinnati
Reds" opener yesterday could have
very well been the start of a record
season at ihc ticket office.
Chief operating officer John
Allen thinks the Reds could break
iheir attendance record of 2.6 million fans in 1976. the year of their
.second consecutive World Series
championship.

Tickets sales already were going
strong before the Reds got Ken Griffey Jr. in a trade with Seattle on Feb.
10. prompting a surge in demand.
"1 think there's an excellent
chance we'll break the season attendance record." Allen said. "It's a little bit applcs-and-oranges. When we
set the record, it was based on the
turnstiles. Now it's based on tickets
sold, so it would get a little asterisk
behind it."
In the 1970s, teams counted only
the fans who showed up in the atten-

dance figure. Now it's based on how
many tickets are sold for each game,
ignoring the no-shows.
Allen confirmed that the club
already has sold about 2 million
tickets, its total for all of last season.
The Reds have not drawn fewer
than I million people in a season
since moving into Riverfront Stadium in 1970. They reached 2 million
last season for the first time since
1993.
The stadium has approximated
53.000 seals

'REDO'
Continued from page 7.
standing in center field, getting as
soaked as the welcome-home nan
nets sagging from the railings, when
home plate umpire Randy Marsh
called for the tarp.
What was left of the largest regular-season crowd in stadium history
slogged away mumbling about the
rain instead of the game.
It was the first time the Reds had
failed to complete an opener since
umpire John McSherry collapsed
and died in the first inning in 1996.
forcing a postponement.
The 55.596 fans gave Junior the
loudest and longest pregame ovation
— 20 seconds of warmth on a damp
day — before the city's notoriously
fickle opening day weather came
into play. .
Showers wiped out baiting practice, but cleared in time for pregame
introductions. Wearing long red
sleeves and a batting glove on his
right hand only. Junior bounced out
of the dugout when his name was
called fourth, took his rightful place
along the first baseline and waved
his cap in all directions.
Minutes later, dozens of flashbulbs wenl off when Junior ran oul
center field to start the game,
prompting him to wave his blackand-red cap again.
it was downhill from there. A
steady rain began in the bottom of
the second inning, making a soaked
"WELCOME TO JUNIORVII.LE"
banner cling heavily to the rightfield
stands.
One player after another slipped
on the wet turf, throws became an
adventure with the slick balls and
muled fans hid under brightly colored umbrellas and ponchos.

Through pecks between ihe
umbrellas, they saw ihc Reds blow a
3-0 lead, the Brewers waste a chance
lo win a ratn-shtirlened game and
Junior fail 10 get the ball nut ol lhe
infield.
The Reds got ahead quickly
against Steve Wmidard. who nervously rolled his shoulders between
pitches in the first inning ol his fusi
opening day start Poke) Reese led
off with a four-pitch walk and
scored on B.irt) l.arkin's double
Dmitri Young's single made it 2-0
Michael Tucket's solo homer
brought fireworks and the List hig
ovation -of lhe day in the second
inning The lead, like the base runners, was soon slip-sliding away
Right fielder Dante Bichette fig
ured in the Brewers' comeback He
threw iiul Keun Barker as he tried 10
go from firs! to third in the second
inning, then misplayed Qeofl Jenkins' single in the third, letting in an
unearned run that made it 3-2
The game slogged along with the
grounds crew spreading a waterabsorbing compound nn the sliding
pits and the mound each hall inning
By the fourth, n was apparent thai
the team ahead aftei five innings
could be the winner
The Brewers had thai chance and
blew it They loaded lhe bases 10
open Ihe fourth aganisi I'ele Harnisch. but managed to gel only the
tying run.
Ilarnisch struck oul Mark Loretta
and got Jeromy Burnii/ to pop out,
ending the inning with the score tied
and the bases lull
With no break in sight. Marsh
called for the tarp in lhe lop ol the
sixth, one out and Brewers on lirsl
and second.
Two fans ran onto the held dur-

ing the break and slid on ihc tarp,
anoihci ran mi and temporarily hid
in the cylindei that the grounds crew
rolls lhe laip nn. All ihree were
handc titled
Notes: ll was ihc ninth-laigcsi
ciowd it' siadium history, including
playoll gallics

The Kcds issued

approximately

300 credentials lm

Junior's debut, attended by
media nutlets

121

Thai included 63

newspapers, loui

magazines, ^

photographers, 36 television stations
and Ir" radio stations

The Brew-

ers and Reds had never opened Ihc
season before

Cincinnati opened

against ihe Milwaukee Braves ihrec
times, going 1-2 Theonl) Reds win
came in 1954 behind left hander Joe
Nuxhall. now a Reds announcci
Lopes got into Ins first argument as
managet in the second inning, when
Bichetie threw nut liarkei on a close
play ai tinid I.opes si,md and waved
his arms in front of thud base
umpitc Ron Kulpa. one ol those promoted lo the Nl stall last August
Scolt Sullivan's wife gave built to
the couple's second child at
a.m. yesterday

N

12

The Reds relievei

was pitching when lhe game was
called

UConn women stir debate with latest title
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA — Now that
Connecticut has won its second
championship in women's basketball, its fans can start arguing: Who
was belter? This team or the one that
wenl 35-0 in winning the 1995 title?
It has the makings of a lively
debate, but might sell lhe team short.
How about comparing this team to
the 1997-98 Tennessee team that
went 39-0 and is considered the best
ever in the women's game?
True. Connecticut lost once this
season. But it was by one point to
Tennessee, the same Tennessee team
the Huskies defeated in Knoxville
earlier in the season, the same team
they dismantled 71-52 in Sunday
night's championship game to complete the run through the NCAA
tournament.
Connecticut (36-1) averaged 91.3
points in its six NCAA games and
had an average victory margin of 31.
No game was closer than 15. The
19-point margin over Tennessee was
the second largest in a championship
game.
In '98. Tennessee averaged 88.5
points in Ihe tournament and won by
an average of 25. but had to fight for
its life lo beal North Carolina 76-70
in ihe regional finals. The Lady Vols
won by 18 in the title game.
With Connecticut
returning

aside any talk of comparisons, but
he did salute his current team's
unselfishness. The Huskies were
loaded with high school All-Amencans and nalional players of the year.
None averaged more than 15 points
or 29 minutes a game.
'This team ... is going to go down
as a great team because of the way
they gave up of themselves."
Auriemma said. "A lot of these kids
were questioned repeatedly about,
wouldn't you be happier playing
some:
where
baii and / his team ... is going to go
watched .t. down as a great team because else,
playing
as long as
- ,
°,
~
more
ive known of the way they gave up of
mini wanted to themselves."
utes,
play al this
level.
Geno Aunemma scoring
"Then
(Conn women s basketball coach more
points
UConn
or
came
doing
around and
(his and doing that.
they have challenged them. I think
'The fact that they were able to
being a pan of this rivalry is someput that aside and win a national
thing very, very special."
The championship certainly was championship. I think this team sacspecial for UConn coach Geno rificed more and deserves everyAuriemma. who grew up in the thing it got."
And now. the Huskies want more.
Philadelphia area and had dozens of
friends and family members among
"This season we had a great team
the crowd of 20.060 at the First and I think next year is going to be
even better," Ail-American Sveilana
Union Center.
Abrosimova said. "For a whole year,
Auriemma also guided Connecticut to its 1995 title. He brushed coach was telling us we have to be
almost everyone next season, the
tide might be turning in the battle for
supremacy in women's basketball.
Even after its 1995 title, UConn had
been chasing Tennessee through the
final years of the decade.
Judging by what happened Sunday night, the Huskies have caught
up — or perhaps taken the lead.
"You know Tennessee is a tough
team." Connecticut's Shea Ralph
said. "They have upheld a tradition
for as long as I've known the game
of basket- „_,, . "
:

perfect, we have to make perfect
passes, play great defense.
"We know that eventually we
won a national championship, so we
just have to repeat that."
Better next season? It's possible.
Connecticut loses only Paige Sauer
and Stacy Hansmeyer off this team.
Neither started late in the season and
each averaged just 3.9 points.
Plus, there's a top-five recruiting
class coming in. led by Diana
Taurasi. the national player of the
year.
But next season is too far away
for Ralph, the gritty 6-fool junior
who underwent reconstructive knee
operations less than six months apart
in 1997. She then fought back to
become an Ail-American and MVP
of the Final Four.
"We're just going to enjoy this
and everything about this." she said.
"We've worked so hard this year,
and we're going lo enjoy every
minute of it. I think we deserve it."
Nothing is certain, of course.
Tennessee's championship in 1998
was the third straight for the Lady
Vols and they returned all their key
players the following season, yet
didn't even get to the Final Four.
Still, when the national championship is settled in St. Louis next
Associated Press Photo
year, look for Connecticut to be CHAMPS - The UConn women's basketball captains show off
there.

their hardware at their homecoming in Storrs, Conn.

Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

GREENBRIAR!
tuut tiit JtmtJtct it comuuf to

OH

ctd

Columbia Court Apartments
$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

i

For lhe Graduate Student
or Young Professional

Mercer Manor Apartments

HOMESTEAD

llinflai Street. Bo»hnj: Green Ofm

$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

(419) 354-6036

. East Merry Apartments
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled
Chect out these deliafithi.
spacious 1&2 bedroom Apytrwts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!
-ON

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

2 blocks to downtown
I block to Post Office
Ceramic tile
Sky lights in some units
Energy efficient
Quiet
Some units w/ studies
Central air/ gas heat
Laundry
Assigned parking

Call 354-6036
From »:0» - 5:00 M-F

GREENBRIAR. INC.

7

Take a virtual tour al:
wwu w, iH'l.or^/ highland

srestmm;
Am nesty
I nternational
March and
Petition Drive
To End the Use
of Child Soldiers
Wednesday
April 5, 2000
10:30 am-3:30 pm
Throughout Campus
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Olympics

Aboriginals warn of violent protests during Sydney Olympic games
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SYDNEY. Australia — Aboriginal leaders warned yeslerday of violent protests at the Sydney Olympics
because of a government report that
plays down the harm caused by a
longtime policy of taking Aboriginal
children from their families.
"It's not for me to say there will
be or won't be violence.'' said Geoff
Clark, chairman of the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Commission, the country's main indigenous
organization.
"The fact is that violence is a part
of demonstrations." he said. "What

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977
The BG NtWtt will IKX knowingl) jccepi jd<«tiiemrnti (hat diwnmiruic. or encourage discnmtnjtion jpjm.t u\y individual Of group on
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you need to do is be able to contain
that, suggest to people that there
shouldn't be violence, and that's
been my call. I would hope people
would heed those suggestions."
For months. Aboriginal protesters
have said they would use the Sept.
15-Oct. I Olympics and the intense
media attention the games generate
'to highlight the plight of their people. Until now, however, they had
stressed any protest would be peaceful.
That conciliatory mood evaporated this weekend following revelations that the government believes
accounts of the estimated 100.000
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lll>-l-/llostfs-(V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
N Health/Dental
Insurance
I Employee Stock
Option Plan

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

(Just a few minutes from BQI
Take 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)

families as "quite

unacceptable and quite distasteful,"
he also insisted llcrron's report was
accurate.

Camp Wilson-West Central OH-seeks
summer staff for 9 wk. co-ed YMCA resident camp for children 7-17. Director positions and internships available in teen
leadership, waterfront, arts, trips, and
camp logistics Need counselors for outpost and canoe programs, horseback riding, and traditional camp Experience in
camping, nature study, ans & crafts, waterfront activities and sports 4 fitness
helpful Call 1-800-423-0427 or email
willsont @bnghlusa.com

Immediate pi. time pre-school teacher
needed. Stay & Play Daycare 4 Preschool is looking lor energetic & reliable
people who love to work w/young children. Morning 4 afternoon hrs. avpil.
Send resume to Stay & Play Daycare 4
Preschool, Inc. 3120 S Byrne Toledo, OH
43614.

Personals
Alpha Phi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations to Lauri Kowalski and
Jeff Dunham on your engagement! I am
so happy for the both of you! Love, Kim
Alpha Phi Kappa Alpha
The sisters of AOn would like
lo thank Todd. our Kappa Alpha coach
and especially the sisters of
Kappa Delta
for helping us with KA kickball
on Saturday!
Worried about pregnancy??
E/fie Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Carina 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

2 subleasers needed for summer. 1 subleaser needed for 2000-2001 school year
Own bedroom, own bath. Cheap! Lia,
354-8408.
Needed: 3 graduation tickets. Will pay.
Call Bob at 353-8398.
Needed: 4 Graduation tickets for arts &
sciences ceremony Will pay Call Jess O

354-7807.
Subleaser wanted. 4 BR house. Minute
walk from campus Newly remodeled. Will
pay 1/2 ol 1st mo.'s rent. Stacy 352-7442
Summer subleasers needed. 114 N Enterprise #1.3 bdrm, 1 bath, can hold 4
people. $725/mo. 352-4768

Help Wanted
S internet Gold $
Shop, save, make money!
With your own e-commerce shopping mall
Turn key internet business. Earn white
you sleep, www.leslies.km.net
•Needed cleaning people 2 weeks starting graduation day Plus general labors
starling now 4 graduation for summer.
Call 353-0325

Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
I bdrm. Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal/ Air Conditioner
Unique Design Start at $380.
Cal!353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe,
Studios, Large I bdrm. Laundry
on site. Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
I bdrm/A/C Dishwasher/Garbage

Disposal CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Starts at S400 Call 353-5800

♦AUfcCA

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
1 bdrm. Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400

401 W. Dussel Road
Maiiinr.-. OH 43537

Hut while describing the policy
of separating

2 bdrm, non-smoking, female oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included

Christian Summer Camp
Counselor, Lifeguard, Nurse, Good pay

216.623.7457
mylechreest@use.sarmy.org
CUSTOMER SERVICE
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leader for 48 yrs
seeks recruiter for Cleveland
area office. We require 4 yr.
college degree, customer
service 4 PC skills.
SPANISH
speaking skills are a
plus! Fax resume to
(216)781-7022.
Full time and part time positions
available. Pan time is mornings only.
If interested please call Boss Roofing,
352-3057.
GAIN PROFESSIONAL SALES
EXPERIENCE. BEST SUMMER
JOB IN BG.
Student Publications Is now accepting
applications for sales account executives.
Gain valuable sales experience selling
phone directory ads to local businesses.
Positions require 15-20 hours per week
and run from May through July. Students
must have excellent communication skills,
be highly motivated and have own
transportation Slop by 204 West Hall for
an application or call Toby at 372-0430
for more into. Deadline to apply
Thursday. April 6.
Help Wanted: The Office ol Student Life
is looking tor talented, articulate students
to work in the office during the summer
with possible student employment in the
fall. This opportunity would give students
the ability to interact with students and
support givers, learn valuable leadership
skills and have a variety of experiences
made available to them. Work study eligibility is required. Please give us a call at
372-2843 lor more information Applications are also available in Room 405 Saddlemlre Student Services Building.
HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
Staffing firm leader for 48 yrs.
seeks recruiter for Cleveland
area office We require 4 yr.
college degree, customer
service & PC skills.
. SPANISH
speaking skills are a
plus! Fax resume to
(216) 781-7022.
Immediate1 hire for waitstaff 4 bartenders.
Cactus Jack's Cantina In Perrysburg
next'to Churchill's on Route 25 419-8721230

Marketing/Sales position. Internet services production company seeks full time
Type A person for sales support and statistical analysis. Customer service 4 communication skills required. Must be Office
2000 4 Internet proficient Send resume
to vloganOaardvarkmedia com for consideration.
MONTESSORI Extended Care Work to
work M-F, 7:20am-8:35am and/or 3:005:45pm for the 2000-2001 academic year.
$7.25/hr. Exp. w/children necessary.
MONTESSORI Lunch Assistant to work
M-F, 11:00am-1:30pm for the 2000-2001
academic year. $7.25mr. Exp. w/children
necessary.
MONTESSORI Paraprofessional Teacher
to work M-F, 8:20am-3:20pm for the
2000-2001 academic year. Salary based
on exp.
Send resume and 3 re! letters to Montessori School of BG, 630 S. Maple St,
Bowling Green. OH 43402 by April 12.
Music Director-25/30 hr wk start July.
$25-30,000 per exp. 4 skills.
Resume to Trinity United Methodist
Church, 200 N. Summit, Bowling Green,
OH 43402.
Now hiring bussers/tankers for days,
eves, weekends. Accepting apps. lor all
positions. Apply in person, BG Bob Evans
Part time security approx. 20-30 hrs/wk.
Must be able to work evenings 4 weekends. Apply 8 Woodland Mall Office,
1234 N. Main, M-F, 10-6 or pick up an application at the Customer Service Booth.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Counselors to coach all sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, ropes, BMX. mountain bike, golf,
water-ski. 888-844-8080 or apply
www.campcedar.com

We are looking for 1 or 2 select
Individuals to work evenings in our
Perrysburg office. If you are
serious about making money, are
willing to work in a fun, group
environment and have a great
phone voice we may need you!
Call Mrs Thompson between
10 am and 2 pm ONLY at 419-872-6265

1984 Honda Accord
2 new tires $500
Call 352-4666.

3 bdrm. unfurn. 117 E. Reed 2 full baths,
wash/dryer. Ig. kitchen, storage Nonsmoking. 12 mo. lease, no pets Avail
Aug $920 pl'is util 287-3306

1987 Pontiac 6000 S700 obo 354-0213
4 aluminum wheels, 14x6. Fits Honda
Civics 354-1924 after 2pm
'94 Honda Passport, great cond., low
miles, must sell right away. Best offer, call
419-372-7082.
GT Tequesta Mountain Bike $675 new.
$300 obo. 354-7809.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1400-319-3323 ext. 4558
Wei Bar Great (or parUM
accommodates kegs
Call Brad 373-1898

For Rent
'Large 4 Small Houses
i 3rd St. 6 bdrm. incl util
Duplexes, all 1 or 2 bdrm, starts $350
Apts. available 9,12 pymt lease
316 E. Merry, 1 or 2 bdrm apts
As low as $475/mo., furnished, A/C
One Sem leases avail.
Rooms $205/mo-util. ind.
353-0325 9a.m.- 9pm

1 bdrm. apt. across from campus. Avail
June 1, for one year lease. $325/mon ♦
utilities. Call (419) 893-1277, evenings

Seeking summer childcare lor my 3 children in my Sytvania home. Ages 15, 11 4
6 M-F, 8am-6pm Must have own car.
Call 882-2157.
Taking Classes this Summer?
Earn 4 Learn with UPS!
$3000 per year, any shift
S8.50-S9.50/hour
Weekends 4 Holidays Off
3-1/2-5 hour shifts
1-419-891-6820

Eoe.

Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
$6 00/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

Management Inc.
Slop by our office ai 1045 Y Main St
for complete luong or C«D JS3-580O.
www.wcDel.org/~mecca

2 bdrm. unfurn. duplex. 117 1/2 E Reed.
1 bath, great storage, non-smoking, offstreet parking 4 quiet, no pets. 12 mo.
lease. Avail. May or August $485 plus
util 287-3306
2 Ig. bdrm apt avail Aug 2000. $500
plus util Across street from campus. 3730225.

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454

PROGRESSIVE landscape/lawn maintenance company seeks dependable, responsible individuals, for full/part time. JB
Lawn 4 Landscape. Inc., South Toledo 1419-381-1892

353-5074. Kelly
2 bdrm 1002 4 1004 Bonne a. Unfurn ,
1 1/2 baths, air cond . wash/dry hook up.
garage, yard, quiet, nonsmoking, no
pets 12 mo. lease, grad student/prof preferred. Avail. May/August $720 plus util
267-3306.

For Sale

1 non-smoker needed to sublease MayAug. Own room. 1/2 block from campus.
$192/mo. . util. 353-6389, Alicia.
1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00. Helluva
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 3534933
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
•
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts,
353-7715
12 month leases starting May 19th, 2000:
322 E. Court »4-1 Br.-1 person$390. incl. all util.
322 E Court «5-1Br.-1 person$420. incl. all util.
453 S. Prospect »C-1 Br.-1 person$360. ♦ Gas/elec.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666

Unison Behavioral Health Group, Inc., a provider of counseling services for children and
adults, and community based support services for adults with serious mental illness, is
seeking candidates for the following positions:
CASE MANAGER: This position provides community support services to adults with
serious mental illness. Responsibilities include providing assistance with the social,
vocational, economic, and environmental needs of assigned clients and assisting in their
ability to live independently in the community. A valid driver's license and acceptable
driving record is required. Ohio Counselor or Social Worker license is preferred.
Applicants with four year to two year degrees in fields related to Social Work or Mental
Health will be considered.

4 bdrm unfurn 411 N Enterprise Bailment, washer/dryer. 1 1/? baths, garage,
non-smoking, no pets 12 mo. lease Sec
dep $920 plus util Avail Aug 287-3306
719 4th. 3 bedrooms. 1 bath, central air,
dishwasher, on-sile laundry, no pets
$650/mo. ♦ dep. 4 utils Avail. May 17th.
353-0494
725 4th 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central air.
dishwasher, on-site laundry, no pels
$750/mo. + dep. 4 utils. Avail. May 17th.

353-0494
730 Elm Street 2 BR, sec. dep., parental
guarantee, tenant pays util., 12 mo
Lease. $500/Month Avail May 15, 2000
Call 352-2330 after 5:00 PM or 354-2854
Apt. for summer, dose to campus. $267
everything included plus cable Call 3545417.
*
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St .616 2nd St
gdhovOwcnet.org
Fall 2000/2001 354-9740
1 bdrm starts $325 plus utilities
2 bdrm starts $545 4 elec/free heat
W/D tacil., AC, parking/walk-in close!.
lurnVunlurn. Renovated, quiet, no pets.
Looking for a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move off campus!
NICE, CLEAN 2 BDRM APTS AVAIL.
FOR FALL. 9/12 MO LEASE STAR I iNG
AT $475. 2-4 PERSON OCCUPANCY.
AC 4 OFF-STREET PARKING. NO PETS
PLEASE 352-3445
Subleaser needed ASAP Own bedroom
and bath Call Sara or Erin S 352-6619.
Subleasers needed for Summer. 2 hedrm.
unfurnished on 7th St. CHEAP! Call
Christian or Dusty 353-0599. A/C, Dishwasher, Utilities included
Summer Subleaser Needed ASAP
(Now until August 10th)
1 unfurn. room, spaoous 2 bdrm apt.
Close to campus (Univ. Village), shuttle
access, plenty of parking, balcony, A/C.
$250/mth + security 4 your part of
phone, cable 4 electric.
April and August Free

Call 344-4267
Summer subleaser needed. Large. 2 BDR
apt. close to campus. 850 Scott Hamilton
•3. Call 353-0701-Nikki.
Village Green Apts.
2 bedroom Apts.
Available tor August
Call 354-3533.
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS , 400 E Napoleon BG. OH.
1 4 2 BDRM. apts. avail.
Call 352-9135.

DIMNEPU
SPECIALS

DIRECT CARE WORKERS: This position provides support and assistance with daily
living skills to adults with serious mental illness who reside in a group residential facility.
No license is required. This is an ideal position for students who wish to gain work
experience in the field while completing their studies. Part-time and /or contingency shifts,
primarily on weekends and holidays, are available.

C.rtifi.o Anju. 0.«f

Unison provides an excellent working environment with a competitive wage and benefit
package including flexible scheduling to qualified applicants. Please send or fax a resume
and cover letter indicating which position you wish to be considered for.
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MONDAY

Sirloin Steals
TUESDAY

Swiss Steak
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

ILakeb Chicken

Remodeled
Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4

using exaggerated claims on cithci
side of the debate,"' llowaid said.

Wanted 50 people to lose weight by summer. Doctor recommended. All natural. As
low as $36 1-888-800-6339 exl 1230
wwwwell-ness.org

Management Inc.

la Now Hiring:
(looks. Servers &

either side. They are mil resolved h>

II you can throw down in the kitchen, if
you can hustle food 4 drinks, Jed's wants
you. Accepting applications for summer &
year-round. Part and full time. Waitstaff,
minimum to start. Kitchen $8-$10/hr. to
start Apply within. M-F after 3:00pm 8721977.

FALL OPENINGS

STEAKHOUSE®

"Thetie are dilliLiill issues. They
arc not resolved by sloganeering on

ACCOUNT MANAGER
City Rentals is now hiring a full time
account manager 40-45 hrs. per week
Benefits after 90 days. Extensive
customer contact. Deliveries & collections
Starting pay $7.50 hr. Please apply In
person at 838 S Main. BG.

Management Inc.

OUTBACK

against Aborigines

SBX • SBX • SBX
Get your personalized graduation
announcements at SBX within 24 hours.
SBX • SBX • SBX

Camp counselors & lifeguards needed for
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor.
Room, board & salary. 734-878-6628

AGAIN!

tralia that are seen as discriminating

For Rent

400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www lohikan.com

LUNCH

tory sentencing laws in paiisol Aus-

Help Wanted

2 Bdr, 2 story apt., $2807mth. ♦ 1/2 elec,
Ridge Manor. Fall 2000-Spring 2001. Call
Molly for details at 372-6316.

NEVER
WORK

anil loi refusing to overrule manda-

Help Wanted

Greek Stock 2000
Tuesday. Apnl 4th
Pi-A-Greek!! Union Oval 11-3.
Greek Week Banquet 6:00pm (Invite only)

SPRINGFESTIVAL 2000
Frl-Comedy Show-Mac Cow Room
After Party-Eppler
$100 Prize-Best Dressed
Male 4 Female
Sal-Plcnic-Mlleti Alumni Center
Free food, prizes 4 giveaways.
Step show 7pm Olscamp 101.
After party Eppler
Don't miss this event!!!

Protests at the Olympics are
"going to be very violent." senior

Aboriginal activist Charles Perkins
told the BBC on Sunday, in an interview rcbroadcast in Australia
"We are telling all the British
people, please, don't come over. If
you want lo see burning cars and
burning buildings, then come over."
he said. "Enjoy yourself."
The report and llcrron's defense
of it have plunged the difficult relationship between Prime Minister
John Howard's government and
Aborigines lo an all-ltmc low.
Howard has been under fire
recently for dropping a year-end
deadline lo achieve reconciliation
between black and white Australia

Help Wanted

Wanted

Spring Festival
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Sat Aprils 11am
Harshman Courts
Register in Olscamp Foyer
S10 admission fee (Bursarable)
S150 cash prize for winning team

were doomed and saving the children was the only humane alternative. Light-skinned Aboriginal children were given to white families
for adoption, while dark-skinned
children were put in orphanages.
The government said only 10 percent of Aborigines were affected by
the policy. It did not say how many
people were affected.
Clark's comments, although conceding violent protests were possible, were seen as an effort to calm
the furious debate sparked by Herron's comments.

Services Offered

Campus Events

Spring Festival 2000
Presents
Fun Flicks
Make your own
Music or Interactive
Video
Friday, April 8
MacDonald Cow Room
11am-5pm

Aboriginal children taken by authorities between 1910 and the 1970s —
known as the "stolen generation" —
were exaggerated.
"A generation is all people born
around that period." Aboriginal
Affairs Minister John Hcrron told
Channel Nine. "It didn't affect all
Aboriginal people and that's the
point that I'm making in my submission."
He was talking about a report
from his ministry that was leaked to
the press.
Under successive governments,
children were taken from their families in the belief that Aborigines

uuson
1/

Behavioral Health Group

Human Resources Department
P.O.Box 10015
Toledo, OH 43699-0015
Fax:(419)693-0768
Telephone: (419)693-0631
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